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A LETTER FROM CHINA

Camden Man Released From

County Jail

Sentence

Too Long
George Dunham of Camden was
released from Knox County jail
On a
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RICHARDSON WAS NAMED

Telling Of War Conditions In That Country— There’s No Stemming The Tide Started By the Supporters Of the Ex-Mayor Sweep the Moran
Spiritual Recovery Crusade
Faction Off Its Feet
Christians Need Prayers

°f habeas '°n>US.

Through the Jclndness of Airs. Ran-1 blacker shadow appeared out of the
"Another crowded house." ls getting i We can only say. Truly, this Man was The Democrats held thelr largest a spread eagle speech, and he had
The hearing t0°k P‘ace ln AugUSta
dall J. Condon of Friendship. The surrounding darkness, a slnster shape to be the regular report from the the Son of God!' What think ye of caucus in recent years at the Spring °»» on ^ls occasion, good for an Elks
in 1882. The Free Prese was established i Thursday forenoon before Justice
Courier-Gazette today is able to pub- passed silently with only a wink from Community Building, where Charlie , Christ the Man? He will go with you ;treet armory Thursday and placed Inspection, a Fourth of July oration,
In 1855 and In 1801 changed Its name to
tl;e Tri buna These papers consolidated William H. Fisher. Tlie petitioner )lsh the following letter written from a red leye as lit went by our steam- and Laurie Taylor are conducting the ] in your business, your home, all your
or a Democratic caucus. It was good
'----- —----- --------- ------was uken to Augusta by Sheriff C. china by Anna Foster, sister of Frank er, a Japanese destroyer on its way Knox County Spiritual Recovery Cru-1 life. Is He a Man real and vital to thelr stamp of disapproval upon anyb0W; the Judge doesn't handle
Earle Ludwick and was accompanied , c. poster dean of AAhevlUe Noimal to join lin the deadly work going on sade. This was particularly true of | you, who understands and sympa- "regimented" voting—at least so far . jbe other kind. The organization
*
toLi?L*wLt*: by hlS C0UnSel Franlt Harding' who 'School. Asheville. N. C.
ln Shanghai.
Thursday night, when Laurie gave1 thizes with you. and forces your as it concerned the Moran faction, was made permanent and the call
♦
I want a man to tell me what ••• had the satisfaction of seeing his
....
Ex-Mayor Charles M. Richardson, »'«it out for nominating speches.
Next day at noon two British de his second weekly piano recital and | sin?"
he does believe not what he does
___
i
» not believe—D. L. Moody.
cllent set fre€ after Justice Fisher ;
Meihsien, via Swatow, China,
,
,
,,
I The Richardson faction had the
stroyers brought down the refugees, Charlie preaced a most challenging
after a lapse of four years, was again
“No King But Caemr"
I had learned that Dunham had been |
good judgment to select ex-Mayor
Sept. 8. most Of them were pretty well dressed sermon on “The Man of the Hour.”
>•■>•*>•«••«****••*•*•«•*•**
nominated for that office, having a £ L Brown
ltg spokesman He
J sentenced to six months for intoxlca- Dear Friends:—
Hearty stnging of the old hymns, Continuing, Dr. Taylor asked,
I and brought considerable luggage.
tlon. The maximum for that of- jI Now
ALSO HAS AN ‘ELEVEN"
----- that
.— I. am back
„„„ again it is There were Britishers, Hindus, Chi- "What a Friend We Have In Jesus." “What think ye of Christ the un majority of 157 over his opponent, sald that Rockland would be called
fense is but 90 days,
diflicult to realize that ln so short a nese wh0 were Britlsh cltl2enfi “Saviour, Like a Shepherd Lead Us," crowned King? Pilate called, ‘Be- James Connellan. In Justice to the upon to solve many problems,
Yale University's enrollment for
time I have come so great a dis- Hindus and Portuguese, few men, "All the Way My Saviour Leads hold your King!' The crowd called I,atter n must
staled that he waf among them unemPloyment'
tance. and that not long ago I saw many women and smaU
J an unannounced and almost unwill- unemployed must be taken care of,
the current academic year is 5230
Me," along with Laurie's hymn,
e,, ave no lng ut aaaar ing candidate. The Moran faction "We need more work for our people
students, an Increase of 100 over last
so many of you. now half a world |They
made themselves at home, "Carry Away a Song," was directed ™.C '
____
..
...
,
. ___ ... 1 They would rather choose Caesar than ,..„
J him to club ...
.__ _ 1 .. de- jsald Mr. _____
away. The journey across the Unit- and x wl£h you mlght have
year's total, and Includes students
used
the somewhat
Brown, “and a larger „„„
payby Charlie with voice and whistle
the Man of Glory. So Pilate wrote
from every 8tate in the Union, and 1 Gal. Jar ............................... $1.15 ed States was very pleasant, it was deckfi wlth
flant
Charlie
Richardson
into
sub1
roll
for
our
city. We need an imswarms of people with
Friends were there from Portland,
1 Kit ........................................ $115 such a delight to see relatives and thelr belongings spread out over Bath, Boothbay. Rev. John S. Pen over the cross in Hebrew. Greek and misslon, but the still hunt was an proved industrial situation; we need
zo foreign countries, Yale College
Latin, of the Man rejected of the na
Gal. Keg .................
$2.50
friends again.
j them n was # dl(flcult
t0 feed dleton, executive secretary of the
and a very capable candidate was 1 a man who can give his undivided
with 1536 students, has the largest 4 Gal.
Keg .............................. $3.0(1
tions,—‘This ls the King of the Jews.'
enrollment. Thc freshman class has
Ill-starred one from the beginning, time to the Job.’’
News
from
China
told
of
conditions
al]
these
newcomers
ln
addition
to
United
Convention
of
Maine,
who
Sauer Kraut Juice. 1 GaL
$1.00
"Someone says tonight, 'Well, we
Among the several who seconded
859, the Graduate School 707, the 2'i GaL Keg ........................... $2.00 becoming more and more serious. |all the pa5aengers already on board. with Mrs. Pendleton attended the
made a very unsuccessful scapegoat.
didn't crucify Jesus.' Every person
Before taking the Empress of Can- flrst 8(fond and Ul:r3 ,.,8SS dlnlng service, offered prayer.
Sheffield Scientific School 495. the
The incident may or may not mark the nomination was Tax Collector
In Knox County is guilty of cruclEDWIN A. DEAN
ada at Victoria, on Aug. 7 I had re rom* were filled three times or so
School of Law 383 and the School of
the decline of the Moran element in T. E. McInnis.
Laurie thrilled this great audience
fyling Jesus. Please remember, when
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ceived Instructions to cancel the sail- each meal. Our menus were simpli- with his playing, which featured the
Declaring that he had never sup
Fine Arts 353. Qf the foreign coun
this city, but In thelr elation the
He
hung
upon
the
cross
He
was
the
TEL. 671-J
ing if lt seemed wise, but the Chinese fled and everyone had
winners had better not bank too sure ported a person who would not make
tries China has the largest number of
music of the “Romantic Age."
Rejected King. He still is. By the
138-140
representatives, with 23.
ly upon ther victory. Ed. Moran is a good candidate, and a good incum
Consul in Seattle gave lt as his ;
was
excitement the firat
The Man of the Hour
vast majority of the world He still
opinion that It would be perfectly mornlng out_a Hlndu baby was born
In introducing hls subject, "The ls on the cross, and wears the crown one s*'rewd
a"d he has an bent in office. Ensign Otis made a
safe to go to Shanghai and points on deck a llttle gir, appropriately
of
thorns.
Only
as
you
take
H
im
'
even
shrewder
offsprlng
doWn where capable speech, nominating his
Man of the Hour," Dr. Taylor said in
they
give
$12,000
Jobs
to
youngsters, brother attorney, James Connellan
south, so I proceeded and am very named „Canada... We heard of many
down from the cross and place Him
part:
who
strut
thelr
stuff.
Ed.
Moran Is —an able lawyer, who will become a
glad it was possible to embark. Two tragediea meltable in war, so many,
“During the war we had many men on the throne of your life does He
days out from land we began to get pathetic vlctlms of the enemy.s ag.
a
second
cousin
to
the
bird
they call most honored member of the Knox
of the hour. Then, if you will re- [ become crowned. Some day He wUl
wireless reports of trouble tn Shang- gression. A few passengers had been member, ln a kaleidoscopic form, for ] be crowned King of Kings and Lord phoenix, uand
«, the
1 «»Richardsonites had Bar, and who has rare gifts of per
sonality. An ideal candidate with a
hai and each day they were more allowed
g0 t0 s hanghai. men who four years men sprang up and dis-I of Lords! When will that be? When i
watc jr s eP
disturbing. Aside from that news it had important positions in the city's
The eager Democrats mifled around gift of understanding those (with
THOMASTON GYM—MONDAY, NOV. 22
appeared. When the war ended and ; He comes in judgment. Today He is
,
was a delightful trip, good weather, government, a nurse in one of the the Peace Conference came, out of all taking out from among the Gentiles the chairmans desk, until it looked wham he comes in contact.”
The nomination was seconded by
smooth sailing, and congenial trav- hospitals, three Chinese teachers the delegates four men arose as lead- a people for His name. Anyone on as if the entire party was in attend
eling companions. We had a day in whose homes were in the city or lng figures. They were reported as the face of the earth who will, may ance but the total voting strength Perley Niles, et als.
BOYS AND GIRLS—FIRST GAME 7.30
Honolulu; there we were greeted by nearby. It looked a dangerous ven
George A. Achorn, John J. Perry
the men who were to shape the des-, make Christ King today. You may it later appeared was 367.
Referee, "Charlie" Wotton
a chorus and band rendering the ture to go into that center of war.
and IPerley Niles were appointed
John
J.
Perry,
who
tamed
the
Mo

tiny of Europe. They were sup- ask—‘What does it mean?' If you
ADMISSION—ADULTS, 25c; CHILDREN, 15c
haunting Hawaiian music, there was
Since the beginning of the troubles posed to be the four men who would wlll crown Christ King today, when ran faction in hls Ward 2 bailwlck tellers. Harry Fitzgerald, John J.
music again as we pulled away from I people have flocked to Hong Kong, it lead the world out of chaos and de- He come in glory, you shall reign the previous night was bass of the big Perry, John M. Richardson, Robert
the dock. That, with the beauty of was fuu t0 overflowing, we did not spair. Could you name the four of with Him. If you are ready to take show by virtue of his position as McCarty. Nelson Crockett, Rufus O.
the place, the fragrance of the flower I know where we could put up. but them? The four big men whe were up the cross and suffer with Him. secretary of the Democratic City | Hall andMarshall M. Daggett were
leis, made a day long to be remem the authorities there had made care- to re-shape the world? The hour of then bless God. you shall some day Committee, and when the advertised appointed to have charge of the check
bered.
moment arrived he dismounted from lists.
ful plans, and place was provided for man moves swiftly, briefly. These reign with Him.
The news from Shahghai bade it everyone. Several of us took dor
The result of the voting was anthe big Coast Artillery gun, removed
men of the World War have either
what christ whispered
necessary for large numbers of the mitory accommodations furnished by
an
elaborate
array
of
outer
garments
inounoed
at 9.45, thus:
passed into eternity or ceased to have ‘
“One day the Christ came to my and trapped fOr order. Mrs. Mary
Total number of votes cast, 367.
passengers to change thelr plans. one of the large hotels, they had put
any power.
house, and whispered His love into Wishman was chosen secretary, and
Many had homes and business in the two hundred cots in their great top
Charles M. Richardson, 262,
A
Neglected
Invitation
my ears.. He said. ‘I love thee,’ I re Judge Elisha W Pike was called to James Connellan, 105.
city
and
did
not
know
what
had
fl
oor
ball
we
slept
ther#
and
Auspices
“But I said during the war, and I sponded, 'I love Thee.’ Now I walk the chair. Hie Honorable Elisha can The nomination was made unani
happened to either. Some were ex- ate meals in their elaborate dining
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST A. L. AND E. D. RIFLE CLUB
peeling to go to places north, now room at a very reafionabie rate say now. that the world did net rec with Him and He directs my way never withstand the urge to unload mous.
access to these places was Impossible After two days at Hong Kong I took ognize the Man of the Hour. They and I give Him all the honor that
so a few stopped In Japan and others a steamer to Swatow, arriving there Invited everyone else to the Peace I can give Him, for He has told me
ALL DAY’ SHOOT—ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
went to Hangkong, hoping that later the evening of Aug. 30. after one of Conference, but they didn’t Invite that some day He shall bring me into
a way might be opened. As we ap the roughest seas I have yet experi Him. That Man is called the Prince I His royal palace. He says, ‘You who
proached Shanghai an order was re enced. It was good to see the friends of Peace. Is the world any nearer j have gone into the deep billows with 1
ceived from the British Admiralty, in the mission again. I had to regis peace? All the politics under heaven me' have borne my cross and shared
Turn Right at Grassy Pond. South Hope, off Route 17. Ixwk for
The receding tide at Crockett’" aaid IDr Weisman rendered a verdict
Signs! Hunting Rifles and Shot Gun ShelLs. All Shot Gun
no passengers and no luggage were ter at the American Consulate, and have brought man no nearer to peace. I my shame, shall reign with me. and I
“The Man of the Hour whom I pro-! shall be known as a child of the
Shells Furnished At Field. Bring Your Own Rifle Ammunition.
of accidental drowning.
to be put off at that city, but the next morning while there with Miss
Point yesterday afternoon revealed
Discovery of the body was mad? by
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
ship should prepare to [receive a Johnson of our mission we were start- claim could solve every problem, and King."
137-139
..
, , . , , i until the world recognizes Him and I “Oh men and women." earnestly the body of a man who was subse Joseph Dawes and Carl Pomeroy, who
thousand refugees, to be taken to
nf
7i
\ en m°1Urnfu shrlek gives Him a chance, the world will pleaded the speaker “that Is the
Hong Kong. That was exciting, all of a siren, the signal warning of ’ .
quently identified as Ellison Co’burn were hauling out a boat.
.
1
The victim was believed to have
the stewards were very busy getting < aerial attack! Great excitement for a n°
““ true /ou ^an’ Man of the Hour that I proclaim to
of South Hope. A police investiga been dead about 24 hours. He was
you tonight. He invites you.
ready, on the floors of the lounge time, kbut
... «it ____
_
u.
.
!
not
legislate
this
Man
of
the
Hour
proved to be a false
"What think ye of Christ, the tion, and a past mortem examination about 65 years of age, and lived alone,
and recreation rooms, all over the alarm. Even so the poor people were into the life of the nation. The only
promenade and game decks were terribly frightened, practically every | way is by individuals to crown Him Righteous Man, the uncrowned by Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman having no near relatives.
King? He was more than this. Jesus
The body was taken to the Burpee
spread rows and rows of narrow shop was tight closed. We heard that t King of their lives. There is surely
said one day, ‘Whom do men say that failed to show any signs of foul play, morgue.
mattresses neatly made up with after a previous scare eighty pef cent a day coming when every knee shall
bow to Him. and His hour shall I am.’ You remember Peter an
sheets, blanket and spread with pil
"!_the.-Pe°^le ,had fl€d fr°m
Clty never fade, but He shall reign until swered. “Thou are the Christ, the
] not reaching the people of Maine to
lows and towels. It was surprising Since coming ba’ck’up" here’ weVear
Son of the living God!’ Jesus said,
the point where they will stop and
that so many supplies were available. Swatow was actually bombed, but He shall have put everything under
‘Peter, flesh and blood hath not re
‘
1 seriously consider the depletion of
and one was struck by the order and fortunately, without much damage His feet. All will, unanimously, one
day, kneel before the feet of my Lord! vealed it unto thee.’
Were Good Judges of Chick- fish and game, not only ln Maine but
discipline, the quiet efficiency with i being done,
The Trustees for the Depositors of the
The
Bible
Alternative
which all the preparations were
en At Thomaston Last the
in general," said the
Christ Was Also a Mail
Here in Kaying the enemy planes
made.
“A great many people say today it
Night; Gerry Wade Spoke |)eaker'
“The Man of the Hour is of all
have also appeared, though they were
Camden National Bank announce the pay
On the afternoon of Aug. 24 we an- not bombers. As many people as importance to every man and woman makes no difference: all that mat
_______
|
Were it not for the foresight of
chored below Woosung. where there i could have gone farther tfllo the in this building tonight. I am ask ] ters about Jesus is what He teaches.
Tlie membership meeting of thc Commissioner George J. Stobie, the
ment of a Dividend of 8'on the waived
had been heavy fighting, it was fif- |country, some have taken refuge mg 1700 individual souls, who must but no, my friends, what Jesus Knox Countv Fish and Game Assc- f‘itljatl°n
this State would be acute,
»teen
_ or
». twenty
»——x miles below Shanghai,
- - near our school, we are two or three 1 stand 1700 ways before God some teaches is bound up with the Person elation, held in the vestry of the i
deposits of the above named bank, payable
aVera«e C‘ttZen U not wilI,ng
We could see dense smoke over in miles from the city and quite safe. ! daY.—What think ye of Christ?"
who teaches, and you cannot have
do hls part to help protect the nat
Thomaston Baptist Church last ural resources along these lines
on and after November 23, 1937. This
the direction of the unfortunate city; City schools have very few pupils,
What think ye of Christ the Man? Jesus unless you take from Him what
at night we could see the red flames we here have more than ever before Truly He was divine, but He was also He gives. You have immortality be night was not as large a gathering
"Because fish and game have been
dividend will be credited to the accounts
of burning villages there, and flashes and are hoping we may carry on. It a man. He was a good carpenter. cause Jesus came out of the grave: as had been hoped, but lt provided abundaht and because wc are citizens
of light from the invisible Japanese is a great opportunity and a great He was a man's man. Nothing sissy you have life because He gave His excellent entertainment Tor those of Maine, some of us have been in
of the various depositors and will be sub
warships as they were firing at the responsibility too.
or effeminate about His manhood. I life for you. Your hope of security
who did forego the numerous other clined to think those are assets which
Chinese
positions.
The
heavy
boom
wc can do as we please. It is true that
ject to withdrawal in like manner as other
I wish there were time for an in have never liked the pictures artists ls that Jesus said, “I go to prepare attractions.
boom of those great guns fairly shook dividual letter to each of you, but painted. It doesn't fit in with the pic a place for you.' Don't you see the
fish
and game do belong to us as
The chicken supper served by thc
our ship. In the distance we saw school has already opened, and there ture the Bible gives. Whatever he was Bible must be accepted or rejected,
deposits on and after the date stated above.
citizens,
and It is also true that one
bombs dropping, and some of the 1 is so much to be done in planning physically. He was the kind of man and Jesus claimed to be not simply Ladies' Circle was a model of ex of our natural resources is controled
cellence
—
and
abundance,
and
when
passengers who watched in the hours and preparation for classes and out- who could come into your offlce and a man—not a son of God as you may
| by our Legislative bodies, which, in
the chairs were pulled back from
before dawn saw an aerial battle. A side work. I am sure you will under- undersland y°ur problems. He could consider your self to be, but The
thelr wisdom see fit to issue permits
Trusees for the Depositors
the
table
it
was
a
happy,
and
well
few of us were hanging over the rail stand, and if I owe you a letter will I come int0 your 8ara8e’ and under‘ Son of God. Read John 1:18—‘No
in the form of licenses that we may
fed throng.
watching the distant flashes and list you take Ittiis as a thank you and I stand what you face
of The Camden National Bank
partake under their guidance of fish
would un' man hath seen God at any time;
Gerry
Wade
of
Skowhegan
was
the
ening to the firing when suddenly a proper reply? I should be so happy derstand you, Mr. Farmer. Please re the only begotten Son. which is in
and game."
speaker. He is business manager
member that this Jesus walked into the bosom of the Father, he hath
Mr. Wade's story was listened to
to hear from you.
of
hatcheries
in
this
State,
and
in

the temple one day and drove out the declared him.' John 1:49—'Nathaniel
with
much interest, which Interest
You
will
I
know
be
remembering
MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
answered and saith unto him, Rabbi cidentally an active member of the was heightened by the use of some
China in this time of stress and money changers.
For Your
thou art the Son of God; thou art ’ skowlleS«n Lions Club. Last night's
excellent motion pictures.
danger. The leaders need more than
Not Crude or Vulgar
THANKSGIVING
the King of Israel.' Don't you see, occasion furnished him with an op
human wisdom. It is a time when it
“Jesus was not the kind of person my friends, that Christ was too king portunity to fraternize with some of
is more than usually difficult to know who can be set apart, as so many
DINNER
ly to be anything but a King—the the Rockland Lions who Were present. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
how to be Christian, the ChAiese would like to set Him apart. No, He
1.00 to 4.00 o'clock
Mr. Wade discussed conservation of
Son of God? I preach not an ane
Christians especially need the sym
If I had my life to live again I would
was burdened with the affairs of men mic Christianity—but of the only fish and game and made some gen have
GREEN GABLES INN
made & rule to read some poetry
pathy and prayers of those in other
eral
recommendations.
and
listen to some mualc at least once
as
no
other
man
has
been.
He
was
living
Redeemer
of
the
human
soul,
CAMDEN,
TEL 2230
lands’
Anna Foster
The loss of these taatea la a
"The seriousness of conservation is alossweek.
not crude or vulgar, but a gentleman before whom all of us must some day
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
in every sense of the word. He was the stand.
TRUE STORIES
on the blood-stained cross of Christ,
Master Preacher. He said more In
Taylor’s Eloquent Plea
and I want the world to know that I "Straight through the flaming cave Sir
The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
one sentence than many of us preach
Roger strode
In concluding, Dr. Taylor asked, yield my life to Him as my Lord, my
TURKEYS
STORAGE
ers say in a 'whole lifetime. For in
And stripped the dragon of hla emerald
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
“
What
think
ye
of
Christ
the
eter

hide;
God, my King, my Saviour, and from
I am dressing 30 Fancy Birds
stance, He said, "Blessed are the pure
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
back across the flowering fields he
suggestions:
nal Son of God? Is He your Ood, this hour I make Him the Lord of Then rqde
from 8 to 20 pounds, Sunday, Nov.
in heart, for they shall see God: '
WASHING
&
GREASING
21.
Come
and
get
yours
for
Thanks

your
King
the
Man
of
your
Hour?
My
And
claimed the happy princess for
my life!"
I. Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
“If you will think that over, you
hls bride
giving.
FORD GARAGE
friends, I have preached my Lord
So
ends
the story." the old woman said.
will see something of the majesty ot
order and accessible at all times.
No Service Today
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
MERLE E. SIDELINGER
But when the children clapped thelr
twenty-five years, and I have found
hands for more.
DEAD STORAGE
the thought. You stand at the grave men willing to leave home and coun
Route 220,
Washington, Maine
There will be no services Saturday. She drew
them close and nodded her
2. Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
138-139
136-141 with Him. By the word of His power.
white head:
try and friends to establish this Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m. Charlie
"Here
Is
a tale you never heard be
He could bring forth the dead from country. Yet there are those who will speak on the subject, "Strange
3.
Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
fore—
the grave to live again. If you think live in this country and enjoy its Things in the Bible." A great meet Not long ago I was a child like you.
bursting from freezing of water.
snowy hair of mine was goldenyou know something of courage then privileges, and never say thank you ing will be held next Sunday eve Thisred.
And
straight
and tall like some wild
4. The metered consumer is reminded of his re
you walk with Him up the hill called to Christ. They pin the laurel ning at 7.30. There will be special
weed I grew.
Cavalry.
He
could
have
called
twelve
There
came
two
suitors begging me to
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
wreaths on thelr own heads. Yet music by Laurie, Charlie and his
wed—"
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
24
legions
of
angels
and
destroyed
His
choir
of
80
voices.
Charlie
will
also
every
free
breath
you
draw
in
this
The
chlldren
yawned.
"Now tell us all
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.
the rest
enemies, but from His lips came words land today is because Jesus Christ present another of his soul-stirring
About the dragon—you were not half
that have been the inspiration of man, died for you 1900 years ago on the sermons. On Monday night he will
through.
We
like Sir Roger and the princess
At The New Arcade On Spring Street
‘Father, forgive them, for they know Cross.
give his last lecture on “The Land of
best:
DANCING 9 TO 1—ADMISSION 40 CENTS
want to hear the stories that are
not what they do!' Strength, fortitude.
“Will you say, ‘Here is my life, with the Book," illustrated by motion pic We true."
139*140
132Thl38
courage, forgiveness of His enemies! every honor T hope to gain I pin it ture;
Pavhl Hamilton,

fth^an^co^

SAUER KRAUT

BASKETBALL

Thomaston High vs. Thomaston Alumni

Turkey Shoot
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21

WILL LOTHROP’S TURKEY FARM

«*

BODY FOUND ON THE FLATS

^Announcement

Fish And Gamers

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

THANKSGIVING EVE BALL

CAMDEN & DOCKLAND WATER CO.

Arcade Ball Room

The Courier-Gazette

Was Guest Night

Keen Competition

Story Of Sandford

-------

--------

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Club Presented Is Looked For When Knox-1 Justice Chapman Tells BanLincoln Basketball Season
gor Kiwanians About Holy
Evening Of Rare

Merchant Marine

Rubinstein
Whereas it was in thine heart to
build a house unto my name, thou
didst well.—I Kings 8:18.
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An

Entertainment

Opens

Ghost Leader

?

ARC ALU ALARMISTS

ED.MORAN

Commission’s Report As a
Whole Indorsed By Lead
ing Newspaper

WILL WRlTK K4|
Lincoln Basketball
Was Frank W. Sandford, founder
If this world were a different sort
(ft
ACC»0CNT
INSURAhCf
on another season of Shiloh, insane?
of place, if peace ruled among the j
WHEN
TOO
and there is every
OUO TO LOOK.
This was the question asked but
nations and their competition for
OVT FOR./
that it will furnish left unanswered by Justice Arthur
MVtf i gr '
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Guest night at the Rubinstein Club
last night was one of those delight
ful programs of weird Indian music,
Fcr Mayor
and brought forth compliments sinEDWARD REED VEAZIE j cere to those ln charge from a ca
pacity audience. Mrs. Grace Strout,
Of Ward Three
president, opened the meeting with
a cordial welcome to members and
Ward One
guests, then introducing the program
Alderman—Louis R. Cates.
chairman, Mrs. Dora Bird, who
G
School Committee—Donald
charmingly told of the music of Ok
Cummings.
lahoma. Mrs. Bird said, "In calling
Warden—Carroll L. Boardman.
Indian music, the heritage of
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Nellie F. Grot
| America, immediately the question
ton.
! arises. "Is it American music, as we
Ward Two
; consider it today?’’ Although the
Indian inhabited America for cen
Alderman—John Bernet.
School Committee—Parker
E turies before our ancestors came here.
should their songs be our songs?
Worrey.
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
: There is rich literature ln the legends
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan. | and traditional music of the various
tribes. Each had its own customs, its
Ward Three
cwn legends. Its own music."
Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
“Should you ask me whence these
School Committee—Allen F. Mc
stories.
Whence these legends and traditions,
Alary.
I should answer, I should tell you.
Prom the Ups of Nawadaha
Warden—Mrs. Harold L. Karl.
The musician, the sweet singer.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Lloyd N. Law Shoukl you ask me where Nawadaha
Pound these songs so wild and wayward
rence.
I should answer, I should tell you.

(Municipal Election Dec. 6)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

Tl.e Knox and
League embarks
Tuesday. Dec. 7.
reason to believe

CHRISTMAS CLUB 1938

rCMORANCOi

What’s In A Name?

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Stop The Old Grads

Water Company Bonds

Maine In Big Ten

Happy Hope Farm

i

Visitation Day

In November Only

MAIN STREET
FILLING STATION

Members of Brotfne Club are re
minded to leave their articles for the
Thanksgiving box at Crie’s Gift Shop.
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fALK OF THE TOWN

J. J. McDonald of Fitchburg, Mass.,
ls in the control room of the Western
tjnion telegraph offlce while Manager
Garcfher is having his annual vaca
tion.

Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
have moved to thelr former quarters
in the Berry Engine House, plans |
being made for improving and re
modelling the hall.
The Central Maine Power Company
Is building eight miles of power line
between Lincolnville Beash and Lin
colnville Center, and expects to ener
gize it about Christmas time.

Annual Clearance Sale

Open Today

DISCOUNT ON ALL
OUR 1937 PATTERNS

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

TYDOL FILLING STATION
MAIN AND WINTER STREETS
• • •

IN THE CHURCHES

Special Gasoline Sale Today

SERMONETTE

SALE STARTS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15

C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store
662 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 1061

138-139
Thanksgiving
1937
• • •
Our country is at peace with all
Woodbury Thomas bagged a fox in
Prompt, Courteous, Complete Automobile Service
nations. Our crops are abundant.
Buttermilk Lane Thursday. The im
War is all about us.
Let
ported Western powder w hich he used
each of us gather in his own
led some of the nearby residents to
home and render in hls own way
Charlie Taylor, Brother Roconclude that somebody had started
139’lt
thanks to Almighty Ood for our
a Ume kiln.
tarian, Gets Most Enthusi
blessings. This is the gist of the
President’s proclamation.
astic Greeting
One week Pom ronigiic 'Rockland
The proclamation of the Presi
will have an unique entertainment
All of the city schools except High,
Alden A. Stanley is now proprietor dent or our Governor should be
At Gene Bracey’s, Camden
Charlie Taylor the Evangelist made !
when 20 Crusade Union Boy Singers Tyler. McLain and Purchase, will be of the Tydol Filling Station at the
TURKEYS
CHICKENS
his bow to local Rrtarians at their
read in our churches, universally,
will give a concert in the First Bap closed Dec. 6, yn account of the mu corner of Main and Winter streets,
meeting yesterday a'd it was a sig- |
for they call solemnly to mind
PIGS
tist Church. Rev. H. E. K. Whitney nicipal election.
next north of Strand Theatre.
niflcant and memorable bow that:
our duty and privilege ln public
Shot Guns and Hunting Rifles,
of Beverly, Mass., is in charge of the
with open sights
he made. Graciras in manner, win
acknowledgment of Gods mercy
event.
Elizabeth Wetmore, an Augusta At Pleasant Valley Grange Tues
Bring rifle shells.
toward us. It is an American cus some in personality, persuasive in ut
Shot gun shells furnished at firing line.
book agent, who is known in this city, day at 6.15 a box supper will be
tom an acknowledgment of our terance he made an impression not
AU Hay Shoot
Miriam Rebekah Lodge's card party had both legs broken Thursday when served, with free coffee, a small
soon to be forgotten. Charlie is not I
dependence upon His bounty.
Starts at 8.30. Rain or Shine.
Tuesday had these prizewinners: Mrs. she was struck by an automobile.
charge of fifteen cents each box
In New England “Thanksgiving" a stranger to Rotary, as he is a |
139-1t
Donohue. Margaret Bowler. Mrs. Wil
will go toward the regalia fund. I ais a day apart from all the other
member of his home club in Pasa- I
lis Anderson, Carolyn Thompson, Mrs. All friends having donations for dies will bring lunch for two with
365. We live in a cold section; by
dena, Calif. His membership dates
Hester 'Chase. Mrs. Lina Carroll was the Thanksgiving baskets, please name inside. The lst and 2d degrees
this time our crops are harvested
back to 1919
hostess. A successful rummage sale leave them at Congregational vestry will be conferred.
Speaking with reference to the i
and stored, even If not marketed.
was held all day Tuesday in charge oi j Tuesday morning, or notify Mrs.
This year in Maine, turkeys are rolling wheel of Rotary he said that 1
Mrs. Rose Sawyer. Lodge meeting was [ Kennedy Crane,
Rotary Clubs in every part of the
abundant, chickens and eggs are
Ernie Brown of Bangor left the
held in /the evening, followed by a
scarce and high.
Our Maine
world have been leaders in the pro
ring in a huff at the Potato Bowl
short drill.
A spcc?aLmeAtlnLflr^e..,fx™ last night, claimin«a
B-'tch
farmers have an abundance of
gressive movements for world better
tive committee as well as for all corn Wooster, who succeeded him. had
wood, they never lack for fuel.
ment and international understanding
mittees for the Hobby Show will be thc
of i^'impr’omptu'match
Truly we should remember those
He told of how in Newark, N. J„ Ro
THANKSGIVING ISSUE
held at the Congregational vestry
Dan
in want and every neighborhood
tarians played the part of big
New York
Monday night at 7.30.
, negro other results: Semi-finaJ,:
see to it that none is cold or brother to underprivileged boys and
Thanksgiving,
falling
upon
our
The city schools will close Friday,
hungry.
saved hundreds of them from a life
Siasher Porter of Rockland out
publication day, next Thursday,
Dec. 18 for the holiday recess.
Mrs. Edward C. Payson is a patient
With all our comforts should of crime. He cited his own club in
classed Walter Woods of Waterville;
The Courier-Gazette will be put at Knox Hospital, victim of a pain preliminaries: Frankie Merrill df Au
we not pray God for those in Pasadena being responsible for two
Mrs. William Griffin who has been
to press Wednesday afternoon. ful and unusual accident. While gusta outpointed Walter Reynolds,
China and Spain? And for those of the best swimming pools in the
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
hanging a few clothes to dry yester
nations wandering away from the country for youngsters who could not
This
timely
notice
is
given
in
or

and
Arnold
Hooper
of
Rockland
was
is improving rapidly.
day she slipped on the clothes pan.
consolidated opinion of rightgo to the beaches. He also told of
too
good
for
Terry
OBrien
of
Wa

der that advertisers, correspond and falling backward, sustained frac
minded people who believe in and cne club in Texas that puts 25 worthy
terville.
Operating a truck which had no ents and other contributors may
Best Grade Fresh Northern Turkeys................ lb 36c
tures of both wrists. She is reported
live by covenants which they have
boys through college each year.
rear view mirror brought a West
All Young Meaty Turkeys.
gauge their plans accordingly.
this morning as fairly comfortable.
made.
Renew,
O
God,
a
right
In
closing
he
cracked
the
whip
A delicious chicken supper at 6.30
Rockport man into Municipal Court
Good Grade Fresh Northern Turkeys, as low
spirit among men before it is too
ir. connection with the idea that Ro
Monday night will be the opening
Thursday. His memory was refreshed
___
-. In the Public sch00ls of .V1* C f
°f tha a”nual meeting of the late, on our Thanksgiving day.
tarians to be worth of the name
as ...................... .................................. lb 28c and 30c
by a small flne.
Mrs...........
Susie.....................................
Karl will be hostess. to
beano party at her Oak street hcme are approximately 1800 pupi \
o- Rockland chamber of Commerce at
—William A. Holman.
must be true to the principle of servLarge
Roasting Chickens ...................................... lb 36c
whom are tuition students. The High
ive above profit in their daily busi- |
A Christmas entertainment is to be Monday night under the auspices of
Temple hall. A modest charge is
School
membership
is
457,
and
there
Fresh Native Fowl .................................................. lb 31c
given Dec. 16 or 17' for the benefit1 Ruth Mayhew Tent for the benefit of
made for the supper, following which
"Our Song of Thanksgiving” will ness activities.
Secretary Walker was back after
of the Community Building, with a the utility table. The committees are are >342 pupils in Junior High School. comes the annual meeting of the busy be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles
Little Pig Pork Roasts .......................................... lb 23c
a period of illness and received a
nominal fee of 25 cents. Details will working hard to make the annual fair Crowded conditions are reported by organization which closed its year
A. Marstaller at the Littlefield Me
Native Cranberries .......................................... quart
12c
hearty welcome. President Nell A.
appear In these columns.
a success. Neighbors and friends a.-, Supt. George J. Cumming, who says most auspiciously by putting through
morial Church Sunday morning at Fogg announced he would be absent
that
additional
facilities
are
especial

White
Plume
and
Pascal
Celery
well as members of the order are wel
the deal which retains the Snow ship
10.30. There will be special music for several weeks on a cruise to the
ly needed by Junior High.
District Deputy Arthur J. Lesieur come.
yard for Rockland, but a larger and
All New Mixed Nuts ...............................................lb 25c
and a children's story will precede the West Indies.
visits Rockland Lodge of Elks Mon
mere progressive plant. The eve
sermon.
Church
School
at
11.45.
Twenty-two
students
wearing
Sam
day night and there will be degree
Red Stamped Budded Walnuts ....................... lb 25c
Visiting Rotarians: Ralph P.
A meeting of the Republican city
nings speaker will be Harold F.
work. The house committee will committee and candidates was held Brown belts and badges, are on daily | Schnurle, chairman of the Maine De There will be union services at the Mitchell, Augusta, H. H. Nash, Cam
Famous Assorted Chocolates............... 1 lb box 39c
put on a chicken supper at 6.30.
in the American Legion hall last night. "•traffic dutJ a- llle High School. Me . vejopment commission. ft well ir.- Community Building at 7.30 p. m.
den, Copeland Long, Belfast. Guest,
• • • •
Green’s Pepermint Patties .................... 1 lb box 25c
Ralph H. Sawyer.
and was productive of an enthusiasm Lain, Tyler and Grace street build- K, and able
Lieut. Wright is in charge of the
They have no control over genmgs.
At
the
Congregational
Church
the
Heinz or Crosse & Blackwell’s Plum or Fig
which speaks well for the coming
local branch of the Salvation Army
unified services of public worship and place every evening this week except
campaign. It was voted to have an eral traffic, but do have charge of i
Pudding ........................................................................
34c
while Capt. Carl Bowness is at his
SOUTH THOMASTON i church school is at 10.30 a. m. Saturday at 7.30.
other meeting at the same place school traffic, under the guidance of
These
arc
wonderful
for
dessert
and
so
easy!
home in Lowell, Mass., recuperating
• * • •
Tuesday night with city committee, the Maine Automobile Association.
I Thanksgiving will be the theme of
Crosse & Blackwell’s Mince Meat....... 2 Ib jar 49c
from a serious throat infection.
It
is
a
valuable
service,
and
the
boys
"Spiritual
Blessings"
will be the
Mrs. Georgia Snow has closed her the worship service, and the sermon
candidates, ward committees, and
Fiw people can make mince meat as good.
are
entitled
to
much
praise.
home for the winter and is living on t,j- Mr. oids will be on the theme sermon topic of Rev. Charles E.
Former Governor Louis J. Brann other interested workers who are to
Ocean
Spray Cranberry Sauce....................... can 15c
Pleasant street, Rockland.
"What It Means To Be a Chris Brocks at the Pratt Memorial Meth
has accepted an Invitation to be regard this notice as an invitation.
Red Cross report for September Grammar School pupils, with their tian.' Comrades of the Way wlll odist Church on Sunday morning.
Squash and Turnip—
present tonight at the banquet and
and October: 106 patients visited in teacher, Stanley Gay, enjoyed a meet In the vestry at 6.30 p. m. and Miss Carol Gardner will play the
Sc gcod that your guest will whisper to you and ask
reception which will be tendered to
All persons wishing to change their
homes. 157 nursing visits, 93 instruc hike Saturday to Samoset Hotel and the discussion will continue on "The organ, and the vested choir directed
where did you get them.
Department Commander Oliver R. enrollment for the June primaries
tive visits, 6 deliveries attended, 7 the lighthouse on the breakwater. In Five Greatest Temptations of High by Mrs. Lydia Storer will sing spe
Pop Corn............................................................... 2 lbs 25c
Hamlin at the Elks Home.
must appear before the board of regis
conferences with parents regarding I the group were 0,,^^ Baum Joan School Life."
cial numbers. The Friendly Men's
For kids of all ages.
tration at City Building not later than health problems of school children. Baum>
Jaclt;on
Natahe
Bible Class will meet at 9.30 a. m.,
Clothes thieves have been reaping Dec. 18 in order to comply with the
Perfect White Potatoes............................... bushel 65c
a harvest in the Pleasant street ter "six months" law. Married women Reports of school examination made JackMn Norma Graves, Alice Bohn,
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), for Bible study. The Baraca Class
rain, leaving in their trail several who have not yet changed their names ou', and sent to parents. Classroom Elsie Norton, Eugene Allen and Jack Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv and Church School will meet at noon.
angry housewives. Among the more on the voting lists are reminded that growth records completed from Sep Mitchell. A hot dog roast and ham- ices for tomorrow will be appropriate Union services, under the auspices
weighings and burg fry centered refreshments. The for the Sunday next before Advent of the Knox County Spiritual Re
lecent victims were Mrs. Karl O'Brien this should be done before the board ,tember to October
,nrt
°
ivi.esumenu,. 1™ mr
Drior to the aDDroachine municiDal 5 ‘‘-ea-urings and returned to class" keeper then showed them through Mati
and Miss Mildred Sprague.
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at covery Crusade, at the Community
eipetinn
»«>Pro“chin« mumcipa. rooms The Nurse attended the two. | the lighthouse after whlch they re_ 7 30.
Church School at 9.30; Holy Building Auditorium at 3 o'clock and
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 17
' days' school nursing institute in Port- turned to Rockland and were en- Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; Ves- 7.30.
O11 account of the length of shows e e
• • • ■
during the showing of “The Firefly”
! land in connection with the Maine tertained at the Gay home with pers at 7.30. Week day services:
The Thursday night meeting of —
A special Thanksgiving service will
at Strand Theatre Sunday, Monday
Teachers' Convention, At the meet music by Mr. Gay and songs by all. 1 Wednesday, St. John of the Cross;
be the crder of the day at the Uni
and Tuesday the afternoon perform Euwin Libby Relief Corps was a - ing the means of health education in
Forget-me-not Chapter, O.E.S., was j Holy Communion at 7.30. Thursday,
ance will begin at 2. and the evening tended by 24 members, an excellent the schools was the principal topic, inspected Monday night by DD.G.M, Thanksgiving Day. Holy Communion versalist Church Sunday morning.
Miss Stahl's organ number will be
showings at 6 and 8.30. This feature P'pper, in charge of Mrs. Blanche and the methods school nurses and
i Leah Davis of Thomaston. A scallop at 7.30. Friday. Requiem Mass 7.30. Bailey's “A Song of Thanksgiving. ’
Ups and Downs of the Stock Market
is being shown for the first time at Sh.idie preceding the business ses teachers are using together for bet- j stew was served by Harold HarloW(
• • • •
sion.
It
was
voted
to
have
annual
lullThe
quartet
choir
will
sing
Hyatt's
popular prices.
Dont’ Bother Our Stockholders. Their
ter results.
j Frank Stanton William Clement and
Laurie Taylor is to be the speaker "Thanks Be to God." Mr. Wyllie
call Thursday, Dec. 16 and all mem
Shares
Are Always Worth 100% and
-----------------'
Harvey
Crowley.
Mrs.
Annie
Denat
the
First
Baptist
Church
on
Sun

"The Firefly”—that's what you hear bers are requested to make a special
and Mrs. Veazie will sing Mendel
E. F. Sheldon's filling station atI nison was admitted to membership day morning at 10.30. The choir ssohn's "In His Hands." Dr. Lowe's
effort
to
be
present.
A
program
of
all of the movie fans talking about.
They Pay Liberal Returns.
It will be at Strand Theatre Sunday, readings was given by Mrs. Mae Warren is now under the manage- (Grace Chapter of Thomaston at-! under the direction of Mrs. Mabelle subject will be “A Thanks-Living
Squires will sing. The church school Sermon; They Do Not Live on the
PREPAID SHARES PAY 3%
Monday and Tuesday. Jeanette Mac Cross, Mrs. Beula Larrabee, Mrs. Ada ment of his father Alfred Sheldon.' tended the inspection as guest.
They cost $200.00 each. Dividends are paid semi-annually in casli
Donald is the star, and In the cast Brewster, Mrs. Millie Thcmas and Mr. Sheldon will not offer the credits j Mrs. Annie Mundie has moved to with classes for all ages will meet Surface." Church School sessions in
that have previously been granted. '. Rockland for the winter and is emin April and Oetobrr.
with her will be Warren William Mrs. Ilizabeih Earton. The next E. F. Sheldon wishes to take this op- ' ployed at Beggs' bakery. She has at "toon. This church will unite with the vestry at noon and nursery de
ci he- churches of Knox County in partment for children, three to five
For Wednesday and Thursday comes meeting nf Dec. 2 will be given over
INSTALLMENT SHARES PAY 4%
the 10-star fun frolic, "Merry Go tc the annual fair, when supper wilt portunity to thank the public for rented her home here to Mr. Harmon the Spiritual Recovery Crusade serv years, ir the vestry during the morn
They are paid for at the rate of $1.00 per month and Dividends are
its
patronage
and
hopes
that
it
will
of
the
Coast
Guard
service.
ices
held
in
the
Community
Building
Round of 1938.” The weekend at be served, beanc played and many
ing set vice.
added Semi-annually until earh share reaches a value of $200.00.
give to his father the same co-opera Annual inspection was held Wed Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, and
traction will be a tense drama “The attractive articles placed on sale.
They are then exchanged for Prepaid Shares or withdrawn in rash.
tion.—adv.
lt
nesday
night
at
Wessaweskeag
evening
at
7.30.
Services
in
the
same
Barrier," with Leo Carillo heading
Waterproof truck covers and spray |
Grange
with
District
Deputy
Lloyd
hoods made to order. Old covers
the cast.
Winners of turkeys at the St. Ber
All ex-service men ana friends are Crockett of North Haven as inspect
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
nard's Parish beano party held Thurs
The Yale University Band will ser day night in (Odd Fellows hall were: invited to attend the banquet and ing officer. Visitors were present
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
•
ROCKLAND, MAINE
18 SCHOOL STREET,
enade New England over the Yankee Abbie J. McDonald. Park street; A. dance at the Elks Home today at 6.30 from Penobscot View and Pleasant
136Stf
Network this Saturday in a special Marie Jones, Mrs. Louise King of in honor of our State Commander. Valley Granges. The program con
MARRIED
If
you
are
interested
in
purchas

sisted of songs by Mrs. Isabelle Jackbroadcast preceding the 56th annual Camden; Mrs. Ida Huntley (3); Miss Price 75c.—adv.
BOWLEY-SPEAR—At Rockland. Nov. 17.
ing a new or second hand Marine,
by Rev. Herman R. Wlnchenbaugh,
son ;recitation, Marion Watts; trum
lenewal of the Yale-Harvard foot Winifred Coughlin, Gregory Wynne,
Automotive or Stationary Diesel or
Arthur W. Bowley and Susan M. 8pear,
CLARK ISLAND
ball classic at Soldier's Field in Cam Miss Margaret Adames, Thomas
pet and piano duo, Marion and Gasoline Engine, we have an at
both of Rockland.
CUMMINS-AUSTIN—At Jefferson. Nov.
bridge, Mass. The broadcast will be Ryan, Miss Anna Flynn, Mrs. Cecelia
Charles Watts, Jr. Remarks by the tractive proposition to offer. Write
10, by Rev. E. L. Sampson. Alexander
The Sunday School will observe
from 12 noon to 12.30. Included on
THE NEW
inspecting officers were entertaining us for full detaiLs, stating size and
Cummins and Miss Lydia Austin, both
Beaudoin, Frances Hanrahan, Nick
type of engine you require.
of Washington.
Thanksgiving
Monday night at 6 30,
the musical program will be "Sons of
and
instructive.
Coffee,
cake,
dough

HOTEL ROCKLAND
Anastasio, Miss Agnes Flanagan. Mrs.
HALLIGAN-BECKETT—At Kittery. Oct
RAPP-HUCKINS CO., INC.
Eli,” ‘Glory for Yale," and “Down
nuts
and
cookies
were
served.
at
the
chapel.
The juniors will pre
24,
by
Rev
Frederick
Olsen,
Harold
F
M.
F.
Donohue.
Prop.
Mildred O'Donnell, Mrs. John Moul
138-148 Beverly Street,
Halligan an<d Miss Evelyn M Beckett. 1
the Field.” songs written by Stanleigh
Will Serve One of Its Famous
The Farm Bureau held its raising
sent
the
pageant,
‘The Thankful
aison, Mrs. Carl Simmons. John Moul
both
of
Rockland.
Boston, Mass.
THANKSGIVING DINNERS
P. Friedman of the Yale Class of
and preservinbg tour Thursday with
aison, Joseph Soffayer. Mrs. Eugene
“
Established
1900"
Heart."
From 12.00 ta 2.30 P. M.
1906; “Old Eli” hy Wadsworth DosFood Leader Mrs. Fred Ripley in
CARD OF THANKS
Rackliff of Spruce Head. Mrs Willis
Make Reservations Early
ter of the class of 1909, and “Bingo"
I wish to express my sincere thanks
charge. Cellar demonstrators were
$1.00 per plate
Anderson, Donald Coughlin, Mrs.
and
appreciation
to all those who so
and "Bulldog" by the prominent
139-140 Elizabeth Mitchell, Louisa Allen.
kindly contributed to the supper for
Grace Hanrahan. James Moulaison.
my
benefit;
ar,d
also
for the many cards
American composer, Cole Porter.
MODERN MONUMENTS
Flora Baum, Annie Dennison. Olive
and Sandford Delano,. Mrs. Arthur
I have received.
Mrs. George Winslow.
Crockett and Mrs. Nellie Waterman.
In design and construction, the
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Doherty received the gTand prize of
Owl's Head.
Twelve members attended and in- I
Notice ls hereby given that the Board
monuments which we make to
ot Registration will be ln session at thelr turkey with fixings, and Miss Ruth
spected the cellar demonstrations in '
order are real memorial master
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of Oliver won a turkey award for having
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
revising and correcting the voting lists
Whereas the grim reaper has again '
the village after which a box lunch
pieces. Modern methods of carv
of the City. The sessions will be held sold the most tickets.
entered our ranks and removed from j
was partaken of at Mrs. Annie Den- j
Nov. 24. 26, 27 . 29 30. and Dec. 2. 2,
ing are used to create finished
Its midst Sister Harriet Buker. There- i
3 and 6 from 9 a m., to 1 p m . and from
fore, resolved that ln the passing of !
nison's. In the afternoon the party
stones of dignity, beauty and dis
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to
Murdered his wife and her lover
Sister
Buker
Penobscot
View
Grange
,
9 p m Standard Time. As the last three
mourns the loss of a faithful member ’
tinction . . . fitting tributes to the
[motored to Waterman's Beach to in
A college-bred
days of said session are for the purpose as an experiment.
and that we as co-workers ln the Order j
loved ones whose filial resting
of verifying said lists and to complete policeman’s planned and/ scholar
spect Mrs. Nellie Waterman's can
wlll
ever
hold
her
ln
loving
remembrance,
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE that we extend our sincere sym
and close up the records of the session,
places the}' are intended to com
ning exhibit and to help her celebrate
no names will be added to or stricken ly crime by which he hoped to
memorate.
pathy to the family of the deceased. Re
from said lists on said days. The Board
[ her birthday. Mrs. Charlotte Watersolved, that as a tribute of respect our
Ambulance Service
wlll also be ln session all day election prove that the instinct of self-pre
charter
be
draped
for
thirty
days;
that
I man served tea and two birthday
day.
servation is stronger than mother- i
a copy of these resolutions be spread
No applications for "Absent Voting or
WILLIAM JE. DORNAN £ SON
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
on our records—a copy forwarded to
cakes (made by Mrs. Annie Dennison
Physical Incapacity Ballots," wlll be ap love. A full page feature in the
the bereaved family and one to The
proved after flve o'clock ln the after November 21st Issue of the Ameri-1 361-365 MAIN ST.
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS
TEL. 662
ROCKLANDl 1 ana Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell werc
Courier-Gazette for publication.
noon of the last day of aald session.
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
Gladys R Coose. Elizabeth A Morton,
»9-tf| ‘presented to Mrs. Waterman, also ' 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
By order of the Board of Registration. can Weekly Magazine with the Bos
98tf
Margaret E Maxey, Committee on Reso
JOHN E. DOHERTY, Chairman
many birthday cards and gjod wishes.
lutions.
139*lt
138-139 ton Sunday Advertiser.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting season In sev
eral counties Including Knox, Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re:overy Crusade at Community Building
Nov. 22—Annual meeting oi Chamber
Bl ccmmerce at Temple Hall.
Nov. 23—Visitation Day at Home for
Aged Women
Nov. 23—Martinsville—Play ln Grange
hall by Grammar School pupils.
Nov 24—Rockport—Grammar School
Minstrel Show at Town hall.
Nov 24—Camden—Board of Trade
meeting at YMCA
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving.
Nov. 26—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building.
Dec 1—Second annual feast of Camden
Outing Club at Masonic Temple, Cam
den.
Dec 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Goodwill Grange.
Dec. 2—Edwin Llbby Relief Corps fair
at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry.
Dec. 6—Rockland city election.
Dec 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. D.U.V.. at Orand Army hall.
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building.
Dec 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec 9-10—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert” at High School auditorium.
Dec 12—Legion's Charity Food Show
at Strand Theatre.
Dec 18—City schools close for holiday
recess.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building
Dec. 31—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland P.T.A.

The Rotary Club

ALDEN A. STANLEY, Prop.

Turkey Shoot

THANKSGIVING DAY

For Thanksgiving

J. A. JAMESON CO.

ENGINES

Rockland Loan and Building Association

•• - V
SEIIW

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home
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At The High School
(By the Pupila)

"The Desert Thoroughbred,” Edith
Berggren; "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
Charles Duff and Donald Chisholm;
"8ilas Crockett.” Patricia Hall and
Edith Gray; "Hurricane," Grant Da
vis; "Arundel,’ Inez Bowley; “The
Call of the Wild,” Agnes Johnson;
“To Have and Have Not,” Earl Cook.
In making these posters pictures,
freehand drawings, criticisms, and
typewritten sketches were used with
colorful lettering of cellophane and
shaded printing.
• • • r

are being received by a few students
this week.
• • • •
Alina Johnson has entered the
Junior Class from Quincy Senior
High School, Quincy. Mass, this week.
• • • •
At a meeting of the “S. S. Collect
ors" hobby club, Thursday, these
officers were chosen: President. Ern
est Dondis; vice president. Calvin
Sherman; secretary. Barbara Bod
man; treasurer, David Bicknell.
Ernest Dondis read an article on
stamps from Thursday's Bangor
Daily News.
• • • •
In connection with the study of
lumbering and the forest, a film on
the C.C.C. was shown to all manual
training classes Thursday. The film
showed why the movement was or
ganized. how the camp were set up.
and many illustrations on the dif
ferent types of work accomplished.
In February, another film “Lumber
ing in the Canadian Northwest" will
be shown.
• • • •
About 25 boys from Junior and
Senior High met ln th? manual
training room recently to receive in
structions on how to operate a movie
machine. A representative from the
Munson White Co. of Portland was

The Junior High Dramatic Club,
Miss Nichols advisor, held its initial
meeting In the library, Thursday
morning. The following officers were
elected: President, Walter Butler;
vice president, Barrett Jordan; sec
retary. Gloria Mills; treasurer, Edith
Clark. The membership includes:
Kathleen Weed, Vivian Hussey. Elea
Office boys this week have been
nor Tracy, Grace Bowley. Doris Mc Elmer Plnkham, Irving McConchle.
Intyre. Elizabeth Shapiro, Leona ( Robert Drake, Raymond Lindsey.
Wellman. Edith Clark. Douglas Coop- I Harold Tolman, Russell Williamson.
er. Margaret Johnson. Gloria Mills, Luke Dorr, and Robert Dolham.
Barbara Newbert. Barbara Hickman,
• • • •
Doris Weymouth, Virginia Jacobs.
Evangelists Charlie and Laurie
Margaret Winslow. Walter Butler, Taylor were guests at Tuesday morn
Richard Thomas, and Barrett Jordan. ing's assembly, and gave the stu
Plans for the year will 'be discussed denU
faculty an lnsplnng 40at the next meeting.
j lnjnute period of music and messages.
* ’ * *
A song "You Can Smile,” was first
The week of Nov. 15 is celebrated lsung and whistled by Charlie Taylor,
as National Book Week and book ln whiCh the school lustily joined,
reviews have been the order of the and which was later rendered by a
day in Junior High Literature classes. • "quartet" who were seated on the
Renewed acquaintance with old book ’ stage for other reasons, in a most
friends and the meeting of new ones enjoyable manner. A whistling solo
has been a pleasant experience.
"Listen To the Mockingbird," given
• • • •
by Charlie Taylor, was much appre
Mrs. Esther Rogers and Miss Eliza ciated by the audience. Two piano
in charge and accompanied his dembeth Hagar are attending the Wand solos, "The Parade of the Wooden
About Club, a club for music teach Soldiers," and another selection onsGration with diagrams on the
ers at Bangor today. Miss Helen proved Laurie's ability as a pianist, blackboard. Another meeting fol
Leavitt of Boston University will be and also that he does not take him lows later.
• • • *
a speaker, and there will also be self too seriously. Charlie Taylor’s
For tlie past week the 3d and 7th
solo and demonstration work.
talk on "What is Success?" proved
period Problems of Democracy
• • • •
as popular as the musical selections
Virginia Haskell assisted in the su in which was said that fame, money, classes have been conducting a Na
tional Convention for the election
perintendent's office Friday.
and social power do not signify suc
• • • •
cess, as is sometimes thought, but J of a President cf the United States.
Sympathy goes to Mr. Durrell in rather the practice of self-sacrifice } The Perfection Party nominated
the loss of his mother in Portland I and heroism, are the ways to true ! Ralph Rawley for their candidate
while the Utopian Party chose Clar
Thursday.
success. The good humor and unence Peterson. Nominations were
derstanding of youth which these...
In the honor roll published last brothers had created a most favor-1,hen in order for
National t"*’
week, the name of Ruth Thomas ! able Impression in their hearers as Imanent chairmen whlch were ^'P11

ROCKPORT

j PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY
|-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

j

DISPENSES JUSTICE AND WIT!

Benjamin P Wooster has employ
ment in North Haven for a few weeks.
The G W. Bridge Club met for
play Tuesday afternoon at the homc
oi Miss Marion Weidman.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., has
accepted an invitation to visit Golden
Rod Chapter at Rockland next Fri
day night.
Miss Maxine Lowell Is again con
fined to her home by illness.
Mrs Edith Overlock wdl be hostess
to the Tritohelp Club Monday night
| at her home at Highland Square.
Funeral services for Emma wife
of Walter Robbins, who died sud
denly Wednesday night at her home
on Church street, will be held today
at 2 o'clock at the Russell Funeral
Home, Rev. John W. Hyssong of the
Baptist Church will officiate and
interment will be in Sea View cem
etery
Mrs. Lillian Perkins of Bangor is
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Nellie R.
Ballard.
At the Baptist Church the pastor,
Rev. John W. Hyssong will speak ■
Sunday on “Believing in Miracles."
At the 11 o clock service; Bible School
at 10 o'clock at 6 p. m. the Young

Will Rogtrs portrays Inin S. Cobb's lovable “Judge Priest" ta warmly Peoples' Christian Endeavor Society

human perfection.

Rochelle Hudson and Tom Brown are included in the cast will meet at the vestry: the 7 o'clock

service of worship will be omitted
I and members are urged to attend the
well be classed as a minor type of! evangelistic service in Rockland,
a Clint Frank for it was Anderson ' Methodist Church: Rev. N. F. Atthrough center, through tackle. [ wood minister. Bible School at 10
A Belated But Interesting around end and tossing passes all o'clock; morning worship at 11 with
Report of Rockland’s Last “,ftern®on?r0*y Thanksgiving sermon by the pastor.
“
line played Head-Up Ball and only anthem by the choir; Epworth
Game
for that one relapse might have come League meeting at 6 p. m. and at the
out of the game with a tie score.
J ciose cars wui be waiting to convey
Through some unexplained over
The two points for Rockland were t0 Rockland all desiring to attend
sight no report of the Rockland-Bel- made in the final minute of play. | the service at Community Building.
fas: football game appeared in the After holding the Orange and Black
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
,
..
. ,,
_ .
..
. .
.
J ,
newspapers, and there are stUl many on the « yd. line, Crosby attempted meet Tuesday, instead of Wednesday
fans who do not know that Rock- » Punt- Snuth stood back 111
| for an all-day session.
of the Twentieth Century-Fox picture.—adv.

Won By Two Points

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

HORIZONTAL
1-Subject of an
accident
(►-Tenders
12- Oplnlons
13- Dined
14- Pleces of thin rock
16-Conclude
17- Money (Rom. Antiq.)
18- Wagon track
20- Flying mammal
21- Appropriate
22- Raised by cultivation
24- Revolving part of a
machine
25- Mister (Ger.)
26- Evade adroitly
28-Donates
30- Born
31- Domestlc animal
32- Full of moisture

34-Dced
37-S!gn denoting
omission
39-Hot vapor
42-Listen
44-A young branch

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
45-Grade
47- The whole
48-Corroded
49- lnterject ion
51- Pronoun
52- Dish of green herbs
(Pl.)
54- Reclined
55- Soldler’s daily allowance (Fr.)
57- Elevate
58- Qulet
59- Sklpped lightly

■

*11,1

OLD

The Courier-Gazette

GOLD

32-Compact mast

33- Examinet
34- 011 from rose petals
35- Msrlner
36- Follow*
37- Underground part of
a house
VERTICAL
38- Deflnlte article
1- Face of a person
39- Weep
2- Loafer
40- A quick-drying
3- Stopped
cement
4- Make lace
41- Lietened
5- Rlver In Bohemia
43-Excite
7- Length measure(pl.) 46-Plural of this
48-Seaport In Arabia
8- Hobby
9- A musical study(pl.) 50-Queen of the gods
(Gr. Myth.)
10- To happen again
53-lmitate
11- Scoff*
15-Large swelling wave 55-Rlver In Poland

should have been listed as having well as the helpful messages in word
land High won its final game in the
.
.
J
was high he could not hang onto it paint remover was being used on the
all A s.
and song which they so well present ald Marriner for the Utopian. The season's schedule. So we are got
-and
so
the
two
points
and
the
game
I
exterior
of
"Nimaha.''
the
beautiful
• • • •
ed. (Devotions were led by Agnes i parties selected Virginia Haskel! and
Richard Marsh for registration chairtake the liberty ol pinching the (or Rockland. A temperature of far (summer home of Mrs. Mary Louise
The first call for basketball candi Johnson, and the guests were intromen and Ethel Hayes and Bernard excellent report of the game whici oelow freezing is not the ideal play- i Bok on Beauchamp Point swept the
dates was answered by a group of ducted toy Inez Bowley. Rev. J,
Thompson as election clerks. Chosen appeared in this weeks issue of the :ng conditions for a center. Hands entire end of the cottage and threat-i
VINALHAVEN
53 boys, the largest number in re Charles MacDonald was also a wel
electors were for the Perfection Belfast Journal. Thestory folmust be well limbered up, it is doubt- < ened serious damage. A call was imcent years to report for a varsity come guest.—Vallie McLaughlin.
Party: Laroy Brown. Mary Dodge. lows:
*
ful if there was a player on the field t mediately sounded for help from
Fred Coombs returned Wednesday
squad. The freshman class leads in
• • • •
Elizabeth Hammond, Fred LaCross
• • • ■
who cou]d have made a perfect toss | Rockport and Camden but the fire from Portland.
the number reporting with 21, the
The Home Economics Department and Winifred Dimick. The Utopian
Before one of the largest crowds for twelve yards.
j was extinguished by a stream from
seniors are next with 12; juniors and was visited recently by Miss Edna
Mrs. Arthur Patterson returned
Party: John Huke. Gardner Brownever assembled on Gov. Anderson
Por Rockland. Skinner as in past the private hydrant to which hose
sophomores 9 and 11 respectively. P. Armidon, Federal Agent of VocaWednesdaj' from Rockland where she
Bernard Thompson. Dorothy Frost.
field tiie Blue and Oold gridaters years, continued to run wild ln the t was attached by the caretaker and
has been guest of her daughter Mrs,
Most of the boys are inexperienced J tional Home Economics, Washingand Priscilla Lovejoy. Represent?.- bowed to the favored Rockland team Crosby game. A fast elusive runner. ■ workmen before the fire companies
Charles Schofield.
as far as varsity competition is con- i ton, jj q Miss Florence L. Jenkins,
tlves from both parties visited at
by the slim margin of two points,
Skinner can sweep the ends, smash ' arrived. The painters working in
cerned. Tne first few days are being state Supervisor of Home Economics
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw and daughter
least one meeting of opposite classes
Cresbv High and Belfast furnished the tackles, and at running back the sun porch were obliged to rush
used for fundamental drills, but it is , Education. Augusta, and Miss ConeyMrs.
Leroy Ames returned Wednes
to try’ to convince the other party the music, color and crowd but Rock- punts he Ls in a class all by himself.' for safety, making their escape
expected that the groups will be di of the University if Maine.
that their platform was decidedly Iand High furnisTied the scoring Karl. Rawley. and Billings in the through windows into the cottage, day from Rockland.
vided early next week and prepara
• •• •
The Silent Sisters met this week
the best. Tuesday night at 3 35 the 1116 '?ame was certainly not a lop- backfield were always dangerous ' The damage was confined to the
tions for the first game Dec 14 will
James Jordan has entered the Perfections were invited to a special sided affair and not until the final -while playing a grand heads up game 1 porch and the room above, mostly with Mrs. E. C. Macintosh.
be underway. The schedule is a dif Junior Class from Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Frank Bradley and son
meeting given by the Utopians. Ar- thistle had blown was Rockland of ball Brown was the best Rock- j caused by smoke and water.
ficult one. and It is a bit early to Latin School.
Charles of New Haven are guests of
guments both pro and con were dis- assured of a victory. Crosby lost iand linesman and with Perry. Bohn
-----------------give Information as to the prospects.
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Roberts.
cussed and speeches from both can- tbe 8ame on a few bad breaks some «nd Mazzeo deserve much praise for
RAZORVILLE
Games outside the league are sched
Virginia Willis has been school didates were given. Mr. Blaisdell say that Crosby should have won an excellent game. Crosby's heroes j
The 4-H Club met Friday night at
uled with Bar Harbor, Morse. Lewis
i was a visitor at the meeting. All others say Rockland was much the j consisted of the entire group that [ Cecil Bradstreet of Rhode Island the home of Mrs. Flora Brown, assist
ton, and the Alumni. Following is a stenographer this week.
• • • •
members of both classes voted on better team while missing three played. Every boy played hard, bril- recently passed a few days at his ant leader. After the usual cere
list of players reporting: Owen Allen.
With the first league game sched- Wednesday with true election spirit, touchdowns. But from all points Uant football. F Anderson. Capt. home here,
monies, games were played and re
Woodrow Anderson. Christy Adams.
uied
as
early
as
Dec.
14.
when
RockThe
Honorable
Ralph
Rawley
was
the
an
®
les
and
corners
the
battle
was
Davis
and
Wright
in
the
forward
wall
Miles
Glidden.
superintendent
of
freshments were served. Eleanor
A. Billings L Bohn, W. Bicknell.
C
Butler D Boreerson Richard land win entertain Rockport at the victor by a margin of four votes. No strictly an evenly fought game. Both I with J. Anderson and Smith in the poihce in Providence and Mrs. Glid- Sawyer was initiated.
*
*
*
®
’
I —
__ ....
_
.
I____ «
,
rpH/viIc
horn mvor Vwzon
cn ovonlv 1 kn-t.fi.u
a_
Brown Dick Barnard A Brewer LlCommuaUy Building. Coach “Bill" real election for the Presidency schools have never been so evenly backfield were outstanding. An- den who were visitcrs here recently
Rehearsals are being held by new
’
•
****. w
|_ _
_
_
|
...
.
mQtnho/l
Ortztlrl
<4 n-nn
fko
rromai
1I derson ____
j____ ___
i defense
«•
»
matched.
Rockland
won
the
game
was
a
demcn
on
and
were accompanied on their return by High School Orchestra which was
Cole. C. Call, R. Cowan. D. Chisholm, Sullivan is working hard with the could have been more exciting is the
Girls Basketball Team.
opinion of all students participating but the Blue and GoId footballers with capt. Davis presented a pair Mrs. (Alice Morse.
recently organized under direction
R. Chisholm. D Chaples. H. Dodge,
Only two regular players are left in the fun.—Ruth Wheeler.
can set back and smoke their P‘P*S Jot line backer uppers equal to any j A
parsonage of Rev E
W. Dorr. L. Dorr, G. Ellis, R. Elling
L. of Assistant, Miss Phyllis Black. It
• • • •
'T'TsT’Z 7,77 17™
Pla>’ed Sampson in Jefferson the marriage may be of Interest to reprint the
wood . Economy, M. Greene, O. from last year. These two girls are
x“e Grange and Black warriors a fine defensive game,
members of the Girls' Vinalhaven
Hamlin, R Hall, G. Huntley, Gus this year's Co-Captains. Stella Young j Much interest has been shown in
and Winifred Dimick.
J the old books which members of Miss after a very unsuccessful season, j Crosby—Wright le, Anderson It of Alexander Cummins and Miss Band of the year 1910 and the in
Huntley, H. Beal. Seth Hanley, E.
Lydia AusTln both of Washington,
A large group is reporting regular- Stahl's senior English classes have capitalized on a last minute fumble Brown. Donahue, lg, Pilley. Darby. C
Harrington M Johnson. W. Karl, F.
tc-ok place Nov. 10. After the cere struments they played: Minnie Vinal,
LaCrosse, D. Mjzzeo, P. Margerscn, ly for practice three nights a week, brought In for the Book Week dis- to Pu" out a meek 2 to 0 victory. Warren, rg. Davis (C). rt Higgins. mony the -couple went on a short Gertrude Walls, solo cornets; Grace
Rockland played the Staples re. Thomas q, Cruickshank.
J. Moulaison, G. Nicholas S. Pres Lena Cuccinello, Patricia Allen, Fran- Plwy, The oldest book was a copy of Although
wedding trip through Maine and are Colburn first cornet; Mildred Ames,
rh. Anderson f.
second cornet; Evelyn York, Marie
cott, P. Rackliffe, R. Stevens, D. ces Hatch. Katherine Delano, Stella the “New England Primer," America's most' of 11)6 8ame in Crosby s terri- lh,_Smith,
.. , _
_
now at home to friends at Mr. and
Young, Winifred Dimick. Ruth | first school book, printed in the 17th tory and were inside the Crosby 15
Rockland. Bohn le. Perry, lt, Mazzeo
_
. ,
,
,
Gilchrist, Minnie Osgood, Alto horns;
Small, W Winchenbach, J. Wood,
__
„
_______
\
*
Mrs.
Vi
Cummins
parents
of
the
Augusta Clark, Muriel Black, trom
Charles Weed. R. Perry, I. Ripley I Hammond, Priscilla Brazier, Dorothy century. Two or three copies of 1 yard line on several occasions, a lg Brown c, McConchle rg Johnson groom.
Black. Barbara Bodman. Nathalie books published in the 18th century comb:nation of Golden Tornado fury rt. Hanley re. Rawley (C) q. Billbones; Margaret Libby, baritone;
and R. Rawley,
Arthur Johnston 2d of Portland
Hilda Black. Beatrice Ewell, clari
Edwards, Dorothy Melvin, Lucile were secured, while many from the and bard luck stopped them from ings. Ih, Skinner rh, Karl f.
• • • «
spent last weekend at Mrs. Blanche
early and late 19th century were on running up the score. Crosby, on the
Safety: Perry.
nets; Beulah Colson, B flat bass.
In History, Miss Hughes' eighth Melvin, Elaine vAmes, Arlene Knowl
Johnston’s and enjoyed gunning with
exhibition. To contrast with these otber hand, was hardly in the game, Referee: Gay (Bates); umpire
Blanche Smith, bass drums; Bessie
ton,
Mary
Anastasio,
Edith
Gray,
grades have completed a text on
his brother, Talbot.
some of the latest school books offensively, although they did show a Cloutier,
iMainei
headltnesman;
Osgood, snare drums.
"How the U. ,S. Has Built Up the Virginia Rackliffe, Eugenia Brault.
Elmer Jones has broken several
novels, biographies, and collections we" balanced attack from their goal Black.
Kathleen
Drake,
Alma
Winchen,World's Greatest Transportation and
acres of ground for the spring plant
their twenty. After the bine
baugh Evelyn Willis, Doris Gatti, of poetry were displayed.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Communication System."
ing and has also prepared a garden
• •• •
and Gold reached the 20. their power
WALDOBORO
Posters were made by each grade Nora Long, Mertie Lindsey, Geral
plot at Edith Overlock's.
"Sunshine Pictures." the second in f’zz'ed out and Smith was called
Baptist Church Notea
and the two best posters in each class dine Norton, Arline Johnson. Virginia
Miss Augusta Ross who has been
a series of special assemblies, was upon to get the Blue out of danger.! Two meetings of the Woman’s Club
Tyler,
Ione
Lorraine,
Martha
Seavey,
were chosen by class members. The
visiting at Maud Howard's, has re
“Wealth in a Pot of Oil" will be
held Thursday afternoon before the "bich he usually did.
have been held in the Community
following were winners: Grade 8-1, Anna Staples. Irma Thompson. June
turned to Union.
the subject of the sermon at the
The tackling and blocking were of j Garden Club house the past week,
Pauline Spear and Ernest Dondis; Chatto, Mildred Shannon and Bar student bouy of Junior and Senior
Vi Cummins has moved a camp for morning worship service at the
the
sort
that
stopped
the
players
in
Armistice
Day
iwas
observed
with
High, proved an hour of real pleasGrade 8-2, Margaret Havener and bara Robishaw.
Church on tlie Hill Sunday, at 10.30
ure. About 150 pictures were pro- tbeir tracks, both elevens hit hard 1 a fine program of songs and readings
Jn
Manager Eugenia Brault reports a ......____ ... __ ______ _______ rL. and npithprnr
Fred Burpee; Grade 8-3, Carol Hall
o'clock Bible School meets at the
Mr
E,....
..
°°ught
by
Abner
Hill.
Mr.
Hill
is
jected from the original plates pho- and neither gave or asked for quarter, by Mrs. Marion Froellch with Mrs.
and William Burns; Grade 8-4, Lucy full schedule pf games, including in
engaged in cutting cordwood.
close of this service with classes for
addition to the regular league games, tographed by Robert S. Lanning, di- Bo,to lines fought bitterly all after- Louise Miller at the piano. The
Munro and Joseph Anastasio,
everyone. All other services are
• • • •
such schools as Crosby High, Hallo rectly from nature in the natural noon and the edge, if any, went to hostesses were Mrs. Girroier. Mrs.
temporarily discontinued so that all
BROOKLIN
colors. A brief explanation of this j ^be referee. Perhaps the outstanding by Mrs. Marion Froelich with Mrs.
Miss Nottage, the Home Economics well High and Lewiston High.
may attend the Recovery Crusade in
process of natural color photograph man on the field was Jim Anderson Mrs. Mitchell. The topic Tuesday
• • « •
teacher, goes to Portland today to
W'illiam Henry recently met with Rockland.
of
Crosby.
Anderson
was
a
raging
was "Hobbies" and the membrs con
preceded the program Music was
READING
attend a State Conference of Voca
an accident on his motorcycle and is ! Everj- day next week the church
rendered from live orthophonic re tiger on defense, making more than tributed bits of interesting details
Oh. but I do love to read.
tional Home Economics Teachers."
a patient at Bluehill Hospital.
bell Is to ring at 2 o’clock as are the
half
of
the
Crosby
tackles.
Time
It
always
gives
me
wings.
concerning their favorite pursuits. 1
cordings on an electrical instrument
• • • •
Rockland
church bells in order that
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Staples
who
And often carries me to see
and Mr. Lanning also read poems cf and again Anderson would come over Tea was served and the hostesses
A inew 15-inch paper cutter has Strange and scarey things.
were recently in New York have re every praying man or woman may
from
his
side
of
the
line
to
assist
or
were Mrs. Crowell, Mrs. Chute, Mrs.
American and English poets to in
been added to the equipment of the Then sometimes It makes me
turned home accompanied by their bow in prayer at that time and ask
See such thrilling things.—
terpret the significance of nature's make a tackle. Rockland did not Grant, Mrs. Shuman and Mrs. Soule.
typewriting room.
daughter Dorothy and granddaughter that God's richest spiritual blessing
Robin Hood and hls merry men.
outguess
this
175
pound
lad
and
of|
------------------------------------------------beauties, sc that the picture music,
• • • •
How Robins' bugle rings!
Josephine Piper.
may be realized during the Rockland
and poetry were synchronized into a fensively Jim was the only spark
Vita 'Lombardo ano Alice Kent are
campaign.
Mrs.
Harvard
Dow
of
Bar
Harbor
Mother says. "It's almost time
;
in the Crosby attack. Anderson can
beautiful program.
says. "It's time for bed,"
revarnishing the tables, chairs and Mother
Seventy men and boys attended
is
visiting
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
genuine
Cnqrave^
It's almost half past ten!
• • • •
I close the book to find alas,
sewing machines in the Clothing
Harlie Freethy.
the Father and Son Banquet held
I am back home again.
The Junior High Assembly pro meeting of Troop 203 began at 7 p. m.
Laboratory of the Home Economics
Mrs. Walter Cousins who has been Monday in the vestry, after which
Leana Lothrop, 7th Grade.
Games were played
gram.
under the direction of Miss Wednesday.
Department as their project.
• • • •
visiting Mr. Cousins in Boston has Geny Wade of the Inland Fisheries
Al
The
Loxiil
PricM
la
HUtoryl
Hagar, was presented Wednesday until 7.30. when the scouts went to
• • • •
returned home.
and Game Commission presented
Plans are being formulated for a
Visiting Cards
with a skit, “He Saw,” including a patrol meetings. After patrol meet
Book Week has been observed in
Arthur Eaton is delivering clams pictures of Maine's game and fish.
public musical entertainment at boy with a stiff neck, Richard Suke^ ings. the scouts marched into the
100 paneled card*, choice ol 4
Miss Parker’s Junior English class
Over $40 is in the Men's Baraca Bible
to McKinley in his truck.
the Community Building Dec. 15, by forth: policeman. Freeman Brew- 'gymnasium for inspection and test
sizes and 30 etylei of engraving,
by excellent posters on these books:
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ (1.65
The State Aid road was completed, class treasury now with whioh to
all musical groups of the school, un er; and mob, pupils of room 9. An- pssslng. This was followed by the
"Men Against the Sea," by William
last week, and now Albert Anderson start the class-room to be finished
der the direction of Mrs. Rogers, tlie
Wedding Announcements
other feature “Six Girls From Out ol business meeting at which 24 scouts
Weed; "God's Country and the Wom
and
Herbert Staples are busy on the off in the attic spaces above the
proceeds going as their contribution
or Invitations
the Past," including reader. Virginia were present. Plans for the scout
an.” Katherine Jordan; "Oone With
vestry.
third class thoroughfare.
to the new building.
On
white
or
ivory
stock
—
wed

White; Lady Jane Grey. Dorothy- circus were discussed. There is go
the
Wind,"
Maude
Johnson;
ding or plate finish. Inside and
Keeper and Mrs. Foss of Tlie
■ • • •
Trask; Joan of Arc, Grace Bowley; ing to be a court of honor Dec. 2.
"Freckles’ Alma Winchenbaugh;
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Cuckolds, Mr. and Mrs. Albert An
UNION
A meeting of all teachers In the Louise of Prussia, Bertha Coombs; Several scouts are prepared to receive
CLUDED ________________$8.93
“An Old Fashioned Girl," Erleen
derson and Mrs. Hubert Hubbard
city
was
held
Monday
in
Rooms
10
second
class
badges
and
several
Madeline, Eleanor Tracy; Victoria,
Cates; "Skyward,” Guy Nicholas;
Social Stationer/
were recent visitors in Bangor.
and 11, with Superintendent Cum Mary Perry; Dolly Madison, Lillian others are ready to receive first class
R. Bliss Fuller accompanied by Mr.
Special styles for men and women.
Mrs. Harold Anderson of Surry for and Mrs. Raymond Danforth mo
ming.
badges.
The
test-cards
of
those
go

Vose.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
merly of this town ls ln Bangor for
• • • •
“Siveeten it with Domino
• • • •
grams and styles of engraving,
ing before the court are to be filled
tored Monday to Castine where they
treatment.
PLATE
INCLUDED
____________
Mrs.
Charlotte
Hopkins
substitut

attended the funeral of Clarence P.
Refined inU.S.A.
Members of Miss Additon's 4th out and handed in by next Wednes
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
ed in the science department this period Freshman English class have day. At 9 p. m. the meeting was
Danforth a former principal of Union
for
Business Stationery
week.
High School.
been (writing and preparing book re closed by giving the scout oath. There
baking
WE BUY
• • • •
500 business cards or Hammermili
John L. Howard left Wednesday
ports in the forms of friendly letters was a brief officers’ meeting after
ginger l$)0/77//w tyomino
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Oxer 600 envelopes are toeing ad the past week. Many of thesa prdved the troop was dismissed,,—Charles
for a few days' hunting in the big
bread
CLUDED. only___________(7.9$
AND SILVER
woods.
apples
Sugdr//Cane%>r dressed by the typewriting class for excellent and are to be filed and later Libby,
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
•
•
•
»
the Milk Fund Ball.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gordon and
beansi
exhibited.
JEWELER
• • • ■
The seventh issue of the Highlite
ham I
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller attended
370
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
1
3 play Tuesday at Boothbay Harbor.
Failures slips for the first quarter Thp regular qyediwxtay evening wa.". on sale yesterday

STATIONERY

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Aneient Persian coin
19- Part of the foot
20- Marsh
23-Gained
25-Cut
27-Put off
29-To put Into speech

(Solution to previous puzzle)
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WEST ROCKPORT
The Pioneer Grange of East Union
is invited to meet Monday night with
Mt. Pleasant Grange.
Henry Kontio has bought the
Thurston Spear place from Miss Ly
dia Lehtonen.
Mrs. Margaret Andrews entertained
the Tuesday Club. She was also hos
tess to the Ladies' Mission Circle
Thursday afternoon. The meeting
was set ahead one week due to
Thanksgiving. It also served in celeDrating the birthday anniversary of
the president which fell upon that
date.

Frank Fletcher of Abbott spent
Thursday at J. F. Heal's.
Word has been received here of
the death of Henry Crawford at St.
Petersburg. Fla,, He spent the sum
mer with his sister-in-law, Mrs.
Emma Leach, returning to Florida
only about a month ago.

PORT CLYDE
J. Wesley Stuart will speak Sunday
at 2 o'clock In the Baptist chapel on
the topic, 'Christian Privileges." The
Sunday School will assemble at 3
o'clock. All are welcome. Several
from here are enjoying the Taylor
evangelistic meetings in the Com
munity Building, Rockland.
Miss Anne Shrader who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Addle Kelso,
returned last Saturday to Beverly,
Mass.

Mrs. Lillian Coffin is making her
winter residence in Woodfords.
Jasper Balano was home last week
end.

The Grammer School pupils are
busy preparing for a play to be pre
sented Nov. 23 in the Martinsville
Grange hall.
Mr. and Mrs Fiancis W. 'Rice who
have been visiting Fred Waldo for a
few days, returned Sunday to Boston.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Company
ROCKLAND
Service To:

VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
FRENCHBORO

WINTER SERVICE
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
(Subject to change without notice)
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read
A. M.
P.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. (
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. (
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 5
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
I,v. 1

.»-j
Every-Other-Day
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“Agin” Third Term

Maine Milk Output

That Is Hoped For Result of Unem
ployment Compensation Law
Democratic Chiefs of Promi

nence

Cool Toward

Millions of Gallons Produced

12 *

Annually
By
143,COO
Communities throughout the State, j
Years For Roosevelt
large and small, will share indirectly
Cows
99
A review from the columns of this paper of some of the happenings
! at least from the provisions of the
which interested Rockland and vicinity in November, 1912
Two chairmen of Democratic state
Augusta. Maine. Nov.—As Maine
Unemployment Compensation Law, committees and two Democratic Oovdairymen are observing annual Milk
espectally after the start of the New I ernors haVe cautioned against a I
Week wilh additional sales efforts
Charles Waldron sold his house at ney of St. George and Miss Leonie ] Year. Aside from the task under- third-term nomination for Presi
and improvements of their stock and
the Southend and moved to Abing- Richards of Clark Island.
taken by the State employment ser- dent Roosevelt, joining the six Dem
equipment C. P. Osgood, milk lntnn
Thomaston.
Oct. 27, John iP. Ma- vice, maintained
, . , , by
. ,,
j spector of the Department of Agri
ion, Mass
Mass.
*
the Unemploy - ocratic state chairmen who two weeks
Charles Huntley moved from Oliver guire of Quebec and Miss Annie
; ago were recorded as either actively
culture has released seme interesting
: ment- Commission to procure employ street to Bath.
\ Hellens of Thomaston.
opposing or warning against breaking
figures oa the extent of the industry.
Hyman Alperin bought Della Ayl- -Rockland. Oct. 28. Osmond A. | ment for the unemployed, which will i tradition
His statistics shew that there is
lift a part of the burden of relief
Also comment written by three
ward's candy store.
Palmer and Helen C. Bicknell.
approximately 66 791.0CO gallons of
The body of Charles R. Chapman
Stonington. Oct. 12, Gardner W from many municipalities, sizeable Democratic Senators, variously dated
milk produced yearly by 143.030 cows.
40. was found in an abandoned Bridges of Swan's Island and Laurel sums in the way of benefits to unem- from July to October, but made pubThe per capita consumption of Maine
limerock quarry at the Highlands.
A. Grindle of Stonington.
ployed will be paid out of the $3,200,- ! lie Monday, showed that they were
pecple is about one-third of a quart
Della Whitney Jafckson sold two
Ash Point, Oct. 30. James L. Me- qco fond already raised in the State either fearful of a third term or felt
a day or rcughly 253.000 quarts. Of
houses on T street to Morris Qoi(- Ccnchie of South Thomaston and through contributions from em- sure Mr. Roosevelt would not want
the total yield nearly one-half is
don.
Miss Florence E. Witham of Ash , pioyers.
■ shipped out of the state with Boston
to run again.
William Ulmer, one of the star Point.
j The work of the State employment
as the leading market. About 10%
The Democratic state chairman of
players on the Rockland High School
South Thomaston. Nov. 3, William service will be to reduce to the lowest I Arizona. Junior Gibbons, declared |
of the supply goes in’o bu'ter and
last year the state's housewives
football team suffered a broken nose
H. Elliott and Amy A. Rivers. : possible minimum the number of idle , that Arizona Democrats feared that
churned 6.733.OCO pounds.
and cheek bone in a game at Bath. ! Rockland, Nov. 2. William Friend j hands in the State. Positions vacant! if Mr Roosevelt broke precedent the
Mr. Osgood states that the quality
Miss Ida Rokes' cottage at Cres- of Somerville and Mrs. Angie Wads- in all lines of occupation wlll be result might be "disastrous" at some
of Maine milk is improving yearly
cent Beach was destroyed by fire,
worth of Camden. made a matter of record in the field , future. The Democratic state chairCause unknown.
Deer rslc- O®1- 19- Raymond L. i offices of the Commission. These of- ' man of Vermont. Park H. Pollard.
and that over three thousand
The Republican party split gave Cousins and Carrie L. Harriman, both 1 flees will maintain two divisions: the promised to support any one nomlsamples taknn In 1936 showed "sur
prisingly good results.” He would
Woodrow Wilson an easy victory ln
of Stonington. employment service division for the' nated by the Democratic National |
"like to see Milk Week create a new
the Presidential election. His oppoNorfolk, Mass., Oct. 31, William E.' placing of unemployed, and the bene- I Convention, but found many of hls
nents iwere ex-President Theodor'e Conant of Warren and Miss Linda fit claim division for the acceptance party in hls own state “not favorable" |
Interest among the people ln the
dairy industry which is of great im
Roosevelt who ran second and PresiCandage of Bluehill. , of claims for benefits arising out of to a third term.
portance to the State.”
dent WilUam H. Taft, who received , Rockland, Oct. 31 Winfield Me- j failure of an unemployed individual
Jeanette MacDonald in a scene from “The Firefly"
Milk legislation passed last winter
Kown
and
Jennie
Rice,
both
of
to
obtain
suitable
employment.
The
Governors
of
Rhode
Island
,
only eight electoral votes.
J With the establishment of these and Virginia, Robert E. Quinn and
i serves to promote greater public conErwin K. Smith of Methuen Mass., Frenchboro.
fldence tn the dealers and milkmen
became general secretary of the
Thomaston, Nov. 11, Forrest J. offices employers In all lines of en- Oeorge C. Peery. both declared that
Jeannette MacDonald has added ‘The Firefly." sweeps down the steps t She steps at last before the Col. he believes. The law set up a new
Maynard of Massachusetts and Miss deavor will be asked to contact the sentiment in their States would be
Rockland Y.M.C.A.
Warren William to her list of willing to the stage. The orchestra in an de Rougemont and. instantly no- standard for Grade A brands, created
' employment service bureaus when in against a third term for any one.
Fred LaChance of Waterville be Mary Jameson of Thomaston
ilcove behind the stage and above it j ticing the Insignia of his rank, co- a more efficient and strict enforce
Rockland,
Nov.
11,
Albert
Sleeper
'
need
of
help,
whether
skilled
or
unPreviously, the Democratic State ] 'Ictims ln the new M-G-M musical
came one of the new proprietors of
breaks into the music of Her song, centrales her flirtation upon him. As ment organization and “wlll prove to
and
Miss
Bernice
Stanton,
both
of
skilled.
The
records
of
one
office
chairmen
of
Florida,
Minnesota.
!
hit
'
“
The
Firefly
"
the Norcross Corner Drug store.
the routine of which takes her in anti j the song, "He Who Loves and Runs be highly successful.” Previously he
will be available to all. in this way ■ South Dakota, Kansas. Alabama and
The setting was a Bayonne cafe
A cooper shop on Crockett's Point, South Thomaston.
imong the the tables where, appar- Away," builds to its climax, de RougeGrade A meant nothing more
belonging to the lime company was
Washington. Nov. 6. Freddie Pease making it possible to obtain employ- Mississippi* had asserted opposition of the year 180g resplendcnt ln all ?nkly innocently, she wishes to locate mont. to whom it is now specially di- ,said
han ]abel whUe now R musf bp
hftriiv
Hamnireii
hv
fire
!
a
nd
Miss
Melissa
M.
Caswell,
both
of
ment
for
the
unemployed
outside
of
'
or
warning.
Their
comment
had
inj
..
,.
,
,
badly damaged by fire.
by the Insignia which
designates reeled, has the air of a man who has Qfcerta,n h,gh qualRy
and degrec
their own immediate locality, when eluded a direct attack on the Pres- the gold paint, scroll work and
The Boston boats had adopted the Appleton.
rank
and
proximity
to
Napoleon,
the
just
made
a
great
conquest.
Nina
Qf
f
res
j,
ness
I idem by the State chairman of brl8h«y colored drapes of the period
winter rate of $2 to Boston.
1 I Rowland, iNov. 7. Raymond M necessary.
officer who will be useful to her in picks up his beplumed hat from the
___________
Florida. J. B. Hodges, and a warning Its balcony booths reminiscent of
Vice President James S. Sherman Grindle and Mary N. Potter
her mission. For Nina is a Spanish table beside her, perches it on her
WILL SEE MAINE FOODS
from the Alabama chairman. John . opera house boxes, its floor covering spy seeking information as to Na head and smiles Ingratiatingly as the !
died of Bright's disease.
6°uth Thomaston, Nov. 12, Willis
____
ROCKVILLE
D. McQueen, that a third-term half of an immense sound stage, poleon's plans for Ferdinand
Rockland High School beat Wa<- Snow °f MeUnic and Miss Susie B
of officers aicund her Join in the ( Several thousand cans ot Maine
The Camden & Rockland Water Co. nomination would be a "death knell
terville High, which had not prCvi- , Tolman of Thomaston,
Miss MacDonald, as Nina Azara, Spain.
- foods will be arrayed in a pretentious
i’chorus—adv.
Rockland.
Nov.
12.
Foster
C.
Allen
has
been doing a big piece of work in i for the party.
ously been scored upon during the
display at the Massachusetts Retail
The poll which brought the latest
season. The score was 12 to 0 and Lauressa B Mullins. both of boring out the old water main that
The
most
excellent
chief,
Mrs.
Oortall-session
Thursday
with
Edna
Pack.
Grocers' Focd Exhibition to be held
FRIENDSHIP
passes through the village. It has additions to the symposium was (
The Rockland players ln that game South Thcmaston.
ard, 25 guests and members being at Mechanics Building the week of
rude
Oliver,
will
hold
a
Thanksgiving
been many years since it has had sucn taken by Joseph Leib, of South Bend,,
were Holbrook. Rokes. Perry, Brew• • • •
The Methodist Ladies Aid met party Nov. 30 in Pythian hall. Lots present. Eva Russell and Rev. Mr. Ncv. 29 Many canners are co-operster. Fields, Monroe, Barbour. Con- I Robert K. Shibles was installed as a cleaning and with the estimate of Ind., who organized the first Roose, ating in the exhibit which would inBrown. Jesie Lawry and Florence Packard gave vocal selections
don Staples. Richan, Gilchrest. Kai- ! worshipful master of St. Paul's Lodge 40 tons of rust and silt having been velt-for-President Club in 1930. He Wednesday afternoon at the home of Burns serving on the committee. In
j elude such products as com, blueforced
out.
there
should
be
a
greater
asked
the
reaction
to
the
proposal
of
Mrs. Geneva Thompson accompanc,a^ sardJnes 5^
F.AM. at Rockport.
loch and Ulmer.
vitations
will
be
sent
out
to
members
1
a third term.
ied by Mrs. Daisy Simmons. Mrs. apples, and others. C. Marshall
Rodney E. (Brasier was appointed
Buildings on the Deacon Cunning- pressure of water for each faucet.
and
friends.
The
proceeds
will
be
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Hunter of the
The comments today follow:
An informal tea was served by the
Bertha Jameson, Mrs. Adelia Jame Washburn of the Department of
an extra clerk at the express office. ■ ham place in Razorville, owned by
used to benefit the order.
Highlands
are
occupying
their
new
(
Robert
F
Quinn.
Governor
of
)lcste&s jjrs Susan Wotton pouring
son, Mrs. Gertrude Oliver and Mrs. Agriculture will have charge of the
Raymond Duff joined the staff of; Warren Smalley of Union, were part
Rhode Island—"Personally I am an
home on Vinal street.
Rev. Mr Packard of Boothbay Har- Eva Russell motored Wednesday to display and said that many different
the Prudential Insurance Co.
ly destroyed by fire.
Mrs Brazier of Rockland is guest
Miss
Oladys
Noyes
of
Rockport
and
admirer and supporter of President
bor is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Almon Bath to attend the Pythian Sisters varieties and trademarks would be
Richard,
3-year-old
son
of
Sidney
M B^^eil on aVoncr^
’whfft •
MUs Barbara Grover were guests last Roosevelt. I do think, however, that of her sister, Mrs. Walsh
Packard, and attending the Recovery installation.
represented and that the large numploye of the Central Maine Power
.
. ,
sentiment in Rhode Island would be
at
niav
mttlrw
a
hart
t?a
c
.h
in
his
'
...
..
,,
,
Seventeen were present Tuesday Crusade in Rockland.
Mrs. gidney Carter and Mrs. James ' ber of cans with tjieir multi-colored
at piay, cutting a oaa gasn tn nis Company was tined j,y the discharge weekend of Misses Helen O Jala and
against a third term for any man."
night at the Pythian Sisters meeting. The Baptist Ladies Circle held an Murphy passed Wednesday in Bath, labels would make a real showing.
head! of dynamite while he was tamping
* n
8 a'
. . _ .
Oovernor Oeorge C. Peery of Vir- j
Albion,f8-ycar-old son of Clarence a drilied hole
Mrs- Annie Collamore is in Ro.kland for the winter working in thc I ginia—"I think the majority
Jones was bitten badly by a dog.i
.... of the
M F Pease of Rockland and Ap- | A L Klrlc reslgned 88 ,oreman of home of John Lothrop.
people in Virgina are likely propleton bought Fred T Murch's barber ilhe stlUh room at the Warren ShOe Mr and Mrs Ernest O Searles have Roosevelt. However. I believe, there
**
Shop, after a service of 41 years.
. moved t0
where Mr. Searles is a strong sentiment In Virginia
shop in Belfast.
against the President's being elected
Four battleships were in Rockland
Susie M.. wife of CUnton L. Cal- has employment,
“You’ll be ahead in all ways with a
harbor and four more were expected, iderwood dieJ
Vinalhaven.
Mrs. F. L. Maloney is nursing at for a third term."
Junius
Gibbons,
chairman
of
the
Dora
M.,
wife
of
Capt.
Thomas
D.
Knox
Hospital.
Henry Alperin was coaching the
French, died in Camden, aged 65.
Miss Mabel Oxton is convalescing Democratic State Central Committee
High School girls' basketball team.
Styling at different at it is
A
C.
Strout,
Thomaston
underi
after
her operation at Knox Hospi- of Arizona—“I have made it my busi
beautiful, for this biggerThe western side of Main street,
ness
to
Inquire
quite
thoroughly
into
looking, better-looking
northward from Rankin block, was 1 taker disposed of hls stock to Charles ui satisfactorily and is now sitting up
the sentiment here. To date I have
low-priced car.
1 for a short time each day.
being paved. Fales & Simmons were F. Oliver.
C. C. Starrett was elected worshipMiss Josephine Tolman has re- not found one Democrat who has not
coming along rapidly with the Main
You",I be ahead in the great things you
ful master of St. Oeorge Lodge. turned from visiting her aunt Mrs. been throughly in acccord with Presi
street retaining wall.
William Sells in Fitchburg. Mass , dent Roosevelt and the policies which
get—You’ll be ahead in the
Wholesale lobster dealers began to F A M. in Warren.
pay by the pound Instead of the ! Frank Handley bought the Camden during two weeks vacation from the he has been trying to Inaugurate, but
Smooth powerful posi
I do meet Iwlth this year: many of
John Bird Cp.
small price you pay!
piece. The price was 16 cents a j Trotting Park from H. M. Bean
tive . . . the safe broket
them
are
afraid
that
should
we
break
Angelo Picardo was instantly killed
Since early in the summer Oeorge
pound.
for modem travel . . .
giving maximum motoring
Maurice Hill went to Detroit to en- ; in the Jacobs quarry. Rockport. Sides has been at work clearing land the precedents set by previous Presi
Take a good long look at the
protection.
gage in business.
.
. When a rock fell upon him.
, for blueberry culture. He expects to dents for only a second term lt might
smart, modern, distinctive lines
Ret Fr James A Flynn and Rev.
Ouy
!«•
drowned in have about 100 acres for blueberry prove disastrous at some future time,
of the new 1938 Chevrolet; count
Fr. Murnane were taking the annual ■Unlon' att®mPtin« fo save the life land and employed six men for 24 and that none of them are skeptical
the many exclusive advanced
census of St. Bernard's Parish, which ,ot Arthur Cummings, who fell into months. He will continue clearing of the motives of IPresident Roosevelt;
numbered approximately 125 fami-,°eor«es Wvernearly all winter and is busy now with but once a precedent is broken it
features this beautiful car brings
(WITH BHOCKRIOOF
jjM
j John Taylor of Camden was elect- one man and a pair of horses hauling might easily be broken at some sub
to you; and you'll know you'll
ITIIRING)
....
| ed secretary of the Rockport Y. M. the wood cut on the land to the house sequent time and some one would be
be ahead with a Chevrolet!
So tafe—to comfortable
elected to the Presidency who might
—to different . . ,
These births were recorded:
•C A t0 succeed Mr Serry' resigned, and will have 50 cords.
It's the car that is complete, and
world's finest ride."
have ulterior motives and disastrous
Isle au Haut. Oct. 20, to Mr. and
Wal,er Lenfest bought Herman
that means it’s the only lowresults might come of it."
Mrs. Charles Bowen a son-Lewis Al- Crockett a MaChine Shop at VinalSOUTH BELFAST
priced car combining all the
• • • •
(WITH BAFtTY OLABS
bert.
|haven'
modem features listed at the
ALL AROUND)
Park
H.
Pollard,
chairman
of
the
A.
U.
Patterson
of
the
firm
of
PatHie
infant
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pittsfield, Mass., Nov, 4, to Mr.
right. See it at your Chevrolet
Larger interiort—lighter,
Vermont
Democratic
Committee
—
"If
and Mrs. Fred R Smallwood, for.? MillS' 801(1 hls taterest t0 Roy Wight is a surgical patient at
dealer’s—today!
brighter colors — and UniMr. Mills.
the President is a candidate for a
Eastern Maine Oeneral Hospital.
merly of Rockport, a daughter.
steel construction, making
CHEVROLET
MOTOR
DIVISION
third
term
I
should
expect
a
dele

Percy Herrick has sold the gravel
each body a fortress of
Camden. Oct. 31. to Mr. and Mrs.
Gmeral Motort Soln Corporatism
' fro mills pit to be used on the State gation favorable could be secured in
safety.
DETROIT. MICHIGAN
Mark Ingraham, a son.
NORTH CUSHING
Vermont. Among the rank and file I
, road in Northport.
Rockland. Nov. 7. to Mr. and Mrs.
i Charles Ward called last Saturday- find many not favorable to a third
Robert Magune, a daughter—Dorothy
Miss Ruth Killeran entertained i Qn Mr and Mrs Pred Herrick.
term. I am a Democrat and would
Giving the molt efficient
Margaret.
the bridge club Monday night, mem- I A[ton Thomas Ils 111 at his home.1 support any one the National Concombination of power,
Rockland. Oct. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. bers present being Mrs. Philip New-• 1 vention saw fit to nominate."
economy and depend
Carl Stevens the attending
Albert M. Harding, a son.
bert. Mrs Ralph Hoffses, Mrs. Cor- physician.
ability.
j Senator Morris Sheppard, of Texas
Rockland, Oct. 31, to Mr. and Mrs.
nelius Morse. Mrs. Douglas Vinal.
Mr and Mrs Roj)ert geiiers are I —“The President has indicated that
James L. Curtis, a daughter.
I Mrs. Arthur Pease, Mrs. Gerald
Rockland. Oct. 28 to Mr. and Mrs. Creamer and Mrs Richard Wyllie. ' making their home for a time with he will not run a third time. He has
thus killed that issue himself."
Roy A. Cook, a son—Percy Linwood 1 Mrs. Margaret Montgomery has re his father Maurice Sellers.
Giving protection againit
Senator Walter F. Oeorge. of
Percy Herrick lis confined to his
drafts, smoke, windshield
Georgia—"I am not in a position to
The marriages for this period were: covered from illness and was able to home 'by illness.
clouding, and assuring
visit
Tuesday
at
Mrs.
Iola
Smith's.
“ockland. Oct. 21. John M. Oay
Edwin Ward and family have discuss the third term suggested, but
each passenger individu
Variety Club met this week with moved to Liberty where he is to in my opinion we have nothing to
and Jennie Fulton, both of Friend
ally controlled ventilation.
Mrs Edith Young.
fear. 1 do not know that the Presiship..
cut pulp wood.
Miss Alma Kangas of Rockland
Bangor, Oct. 15, Harry Bradbury of
Florence Cobb has been assisting ident has fully Intended to announce
Rockland and Miss Sadie Raichlen wtas guest Monday of her brother, her sister Mrs. Ella Wight with himself for a third term."
Raymond Kangas and Mrs. Kangas.
Senator M M. Logan, of Kentucky
Of Bangor.
household duties.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin and
Warren, Oct. 21, Edwin Nash of
Hazel Robinson and Harold G. Her- —“I am not for the President for a
Waldoboro and Miss Edna Lermond* Harold Woodcock motored Sunday to rick were 'married Nov. 6 at the third term."
WaterviUe.
Senator Aliben W. Barkley, of Ken
of Warren.
Methodist parsonage by Rev. J. Reid
RCckland. Oct. 19, Russell O. Rey'Howse and are now on a wedding tucky, majority leader of the Senate
FORGOTTEN MELODY
nolds and Carrie A Williams.
trip through New Hampshire and —“I am not in a position to make anv
r,*.,
...... ..
- I thought I had forgotten everything
statement cr prediction concerning
Massachusetts.
Boston. May 26. C. P. Mynck of \ That made me think of you
every tear I ever shed
Rockland. Mass., and Miss Louise N And
Mrs. Alphonso Jackson has ro- this matter."
Because you made me blue
Charles Mlchelson. director of pub
Faster of Ash Point.
moved to her farm from Morrill.
D.nin.j
t
n n a But Just last hour as night crept on
Portland, Oct. 5. Charles B. Racfl- 1 i hearel tt 50ft and freeMrs. Nellie Robinson whose death licity for the Democratic national
liffe and Miss Bertha Upham, both I The naming notes of a song we sang. occurred recently was for several committee in a leaflet issued Saturday
An old. forgotten melody.
of Rockland.
—Charles Emery in The Boston Post. years a resident of this community discussed the matter of a third term,
Waldoboro. Oct. 16. Samuel A. Wal
where her decease is mourned by referring to it as an “old bogy" trotted
lace and Lillian M. Black.
out by Mr. Roosevelt's critics. He in
all associated.
timated the President was looking
Belfast Oct. 12. Charles H. Hahn
ahead with longing to retirement in
of Warren and Maud Louise Ray of
MARTINSVILLE
Belfast.
1940, but that, after all, conditions
Waldoboro, Oct. 20, Barden Turner
"Christian Privileges" will be the “three years hence" were uncertain
NO MORE HARD
of Waldoboro and Miss Mary J. Ryan
topic of J. Wesley Stuart Sunday and "obviously, the President cannot
WORK MONDAYS
of Boston.
morning in the Baptist Church at in advance decline renomination that
SMS’ rOUH 3ACIC
Rockland. Oct. 26. Maurice Chris
10.30. The "Lord's Supper" will be may never be offered him." Also "Just
tiansen and Hattie S. Blair.
observed at the close of the morn as obviously, with the world in such
Clcanscs Thoroughly
Rockland. Oct., 26, Franklin Moon
ing worship. The Sunday School will a turmoil as it is today outside of this
and Etta H. Holbrook.
convene at 11.30. It is hoped that continent, it cannot be forecasted
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
all wlll hear the Taylors fn the whether the American people would
I Vinalhaven, Oct. 26. Oscar Johnson and Addie Brown.
Spiritual Recovery Crusade in the permit him to lay down hls burdens
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll's Garage, Thomaston
St, George, Oct 26. Maynard Kin-,
in view of possible eventualities."
Cominunily Building, Rockland.

“FIREFLY

NEW 1938 CHEVROLET!”

OTES

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

MAGIC
WATER
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T
sing the anthems. “O Give Thanks"
Oscar Gould of East Belfast is vis buffet supper given by Mr. and Mrs.
by Watson and "He Sendeth The iting his daughter Mrs. Luther A. Gluyas Williams at thelr home in
Newtonville, after the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Niles are re Springs” by Wareing. This church Clark.
That’s the Name Trade Mark
A goodly number attended the
ceiving congratulations upon the wiM unite with the Federated Church
The Epworth League of the Feder
for the evening service at 7.30 o'clock. ated Church meets Sunday at 5.45 meeting of the Parent-Teacher Asso
birth of a son. Earl Robert.
For Turkeys Shipped To
Mrs. Irving Condon entertained at I o'clock in the Methodist vestry and ciation at the High School Building
Miss Jean Cushing, who has been
Market
a picnic supper and beano party the leader for the discussion will be Thursday night. The business meet
ill at her home, is much improved.
ing was conducted by the president
Wednesday her guests being' Mrs. Mrs. Harold F Dana.
Many Maine turkey growers ana
Tlie “Thursday Club" met at the
Rev. Hubert F. Leach, and the at
Horace
Vose,
Mrs.
Charles
Smith,
Mrs. Eular Leach of South Union
shippers are using the new official
home of Mrs. Edward T. Dornan.
Mrs. Enoch M. Clark. Mrs. Alonzo J. spent Wednesday with Mrs. Luther tendance banner was awarded the
Prizes were won by Mrs. Oscar H.
blue, white and red trademark on
fourth grade. The program con
Spalding. Mrs. Edgar Libby, Mrs. A. Clark.
Crie. Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers and Mrs.
sisted of an interesting demonstrathe dressed stock that they are sendi William Tessin Jr.. Mrs. Edwin F.
Frank Grant.
Beta Alpha Club meets in the Bap- tlon of a visual Projector for Edu.
I Lynch. Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock. Mrs.
in to market but others are “urged
, cation whkh was give„ „y Mr Ar_
Mr. and Mrs. Alden W. Sewall of Robert H. Libby Mrs. Alton Grover ust vestry Monday at 7.30 o'clock.
j
to take advantage of this opportun
Services
at
St
John
s
Church
SunJ senault of Portland. The next meetLittle
Deer
Isle,
have
bought
the
,
and Mrs. Ray Spear.
ity" Charles M. White chief of the
George Wellman property on the
day will be 9.30 a. m.. Holy Eucharist. , jng wm be Dec. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Elliot and
New County road, corner of Butter
division of markets said today. The
The Bishop will celebrate and preach
services at the Federated Church
J. Warren Everett, who spent a week
tags identify the birds as a Maine
i milk Lane. Mr. Sewall is employed at Kokadjo while hunting, returned On Thanksgiving Day. 8.30 a. m . Holy for Thanksgiving Sunday will be:
{ cn a yacht but his family are to oc home Tuesday night. Mr and Mrs. Eucharist, Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon of , Sunday School at 9.45 o'clock; mornproduct and ean be obtained from
cupy their new home immediately.
Rockland will celebrate.
I jng service at 11 the pastor to speak
Dud’.ey Rockwell, who also accom
the Department of Agriculture. GrowThe Baptist Choral Society has be-1
>*jri Everything Give Thanks."
Fifteen members were present at j panied them, returned Thursday to
ers may buy them for two cents each. I
gun
rehearsals
for
the
Christmas
The
anthem by the senior choir will
the
meeting
of
the
Friendly
Club
held
There is no finer way to remember
their home in West Hartford. Conn.
half of which will defray the cost of i your friends than by sending them Wednesday night at the home of Miss
cantata. "The Christ Child," by C. ■ include “Give Thanks Unto the
M-. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod
the tags and the remainder will go | Christmas cards and tn.ere ate r.o Rita C. Smith. Christmas sewing was
B Hawley.
: Lord" by Norman and the Junior
who have been visiting relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker, ac- 'choir “Sing Unto the Lord" by Lane,
Into an advertising fund.
liner Christmas cards than those done.
Jersey City. N. J., for several days, companied by Mr. and Mrs. Ensign The annual Thanksgiving Union
“This fits in well with our prod with your name, and monogram too,
Mrs. Florence Sherman of Rock
returned home Wednesday.
i Otis of Rockland, went to Cambridge Service will be held at this Church at
ucts advertising campaign and turkey if you choose.
Our Personalized land spent Wednesday with Mrs.
Mrs. J. Russe’ll Davis will be hos- Mass., Friday to attend the Harvard- 7.30 o'clock and Rev. L. Winfield
men have an opportunity to take ad Christmas Cards are dignified and Stanley R. Cushing.
Services at the Baptist Church for tess to the Federated Circle Tuesday V ale football game today. Their son. witham. pastor
of theCongregavantage of the nationally advertised have prestige not obtainable in any
Sunday will be: Bi-at 2 oclock.
Douglass Walker, of Yale Medical tional Church inCamden will be the
official trademark at a small cost," other form. See our line now. A Thanksgiving
9.45 o'clock; morning
Mrs. Katherine Ireland is ill at School, joined them today and will speaker.
The music will include the
said Mr. White.
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50 tie School at
Officials hope that this year's effort cards, depending on the quality and worship at 11. subject of the pastor's the home of her daughter. Mrs. Ar- return Sunday to New Haven. Mr. anthems ..Hymn of Thanksgiving" by
will gradually develop into a wide design. Postage 15 cents extra. The sermon, "Christ's Three Great Gifts thur Lynn in Lynn, Mass., where she and Mrs. Walker and Mr. and Mrs. Heyward and “Great Is the Lord” by
To Man.
The Choral Society will, is spending the winter.
I Otis are among those bidden to a Clark.
spread campaign to sell Maine tur- Courier-Gazette—adv.
•
Amos S. Mills. Jr., who spent the
past few days with his mother, Mrs.
-JrJrJrJrJr
JrJrJrJrTrTrJ'rTr
Jr-Wr-lr-lf-Ji
Amos S. Mills, returned to Cambridge,
Mass., Wednesday to resume his du
ties at Lever Brothers.

keys and do much towards building
up the industry.
Among those who are now using
the trademark are E. N. Jacques of
Manchester. President of the Maine
Turkey Association. Adelaide Young
Norway; Rfdlon Turkey Farm, North
Berwick; Gilbert Vannon. Damari
scotta; and W. H. Lothrop, Rockport.
Many other applications are being
received.
Mr. Jacques estimates that 40.000
birds were raised this year in Maine
but that the people of the state consume several times that amount. He
claims that this is an ideal turkey
growing region and that Maine
shculd be raising its own supply and
shipping a surplus to outside markets.—From Dick Reed.

Red, White, Blue

THOMASTON

STUFFED OLIVES

.

2<ak19<

BELL'S

POULTRY SEASONING 2

19c

eras

In Everybody’s Column

*

FOR SALE

♦

Advertisements ln this column not to
♦
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
BULL
DOGS for eale; two pretty
10 cents for three times. Six small words dark puppies, white markings; six
to a line.
. weeks old: also grown male, dark. MRS.
i ii———— ■
ROSE HUPPER. Tenant's Harbor. Tel.
I 4-3.
130-141
• * * COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
ln Knox County. J. B. PAUL
♦ anvwhere
SEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
124*144
1935 DODGE
ton pick-up for sale,
low mileage, excellent condition LEON
139*141
EXPERIENCED girl wanted, between A. LUDWIG. Newcastle.
20-30 years, for general housework and
LYNN range burner, deluxe, also cir
plain cooking: to go to Massachusetts at culating heater for quick sale—bar
once; ln family of 4 adults: references gains. A. L. ROKES, Tel. 880, City.
required. 18 FREDERICK ST., Tel. 728-W
139*141
137*139
PAIR black horses for sale, weight
EXPERIENCED salesman wants po about 1200 pounds, clever and good work
sition; can furnish best of references; ers Reasonable price. LEON A LUD
willing to do any kind of work. TEL WIG. Newcastle
139*141
766-W.
137*139
1937 DODGE 4-door Touring Sedan for
CAPABLE housekeeper wanted for phy sale, low mileage, perfect condition.
sician’s home
References required. LEON A LUDWIGNewcastle.
139*141
Write BOX 240. Waldoboro.
138-140
WORK horse for sale. A. TAMMI.
WORK wanted by man and wife, both Union.
137-133
experienced. Janitor, cleaner, waitress.
SEVENTEEN GUNS for sale or trade,
10 BUNKER ST.. Rockland
137*139
also watches
GEORGE K. JAMESON,
EXPERIENCED, efficient woman wants R.FD., Rockland
339*141
permanent position ln stenographic
STRAW for sale. MABEL G. GRINwork; highly skilled ln shorthand and
139-141
typing. 40 MECHANIC ST., Tel. 1059-W NELL. Union.
138*140
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. Inelectric sewing
machine.
MALE. INSTRUCTION Would like to including
hear from mechanically Inclined men in Hoover vacuum cleaner, rugs, etc.. 294
137-139
this community who would like to BROADWAY. Tel. 104-M
bettea themselves by training spare
SAWED green hardwood for sale $1
tlme for Installation and servicing work I per foot. $7 cord. ALFRED DAVIS. 156
as well as planning, estimating, etc., on | New County Road, Tel. 912-W
137*139
all types Alr Conditioning and Electric 1 ——,,_v---------.-----—:-----——■■
Refrigerating equipment. Only reliable
FLORENCE oil burner for sale. Used
men with fair education should reply, i ihree months^__ Pe/fect condition. price
Kb “ins?“"car?
H E smmons, Rockiand Awn137*139
137*139 lng Co . 18 Willow St., City.
FIVE BUILDINGS for sale, also gro
POULTRY wantad. top prices paid. I
cery wagon, horse sled, churn, separator,
POUST. 91 No. Main St., Tel. 41-J.
cottage lot. three Buckeye brooders.
ijwwsimrs ELLA CLINE. Spruce Head. Tel.
GENTLEMAN lodger wanted ln home 58-21
138*140
with complete modern conveniences.
SIXTY R. I. Red pullets Ior sale, wlll
Address "LODGER." care of The Cou
rier-Gazette.
131*tf trade for stock: also 6x24 double roll
planer
SIDNEY HUMES, Washington,
OLD DOLLS wanted. Write what you Me, Tel 6-5.
138*140
have. Old glass, goblets, any pattern,
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
and wine glasses, also oid Iron mechani
cal banks. Wlll buy old flax wheels 101-M.________________________ 135-tf
and sea chests. Write COLLECTOR. Box
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric.
WARREN
635. Rockland. Me.
136-141 Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
Miss Mary Hilt of East Union, a
_ percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM~ 1 DEN ST.. Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p m.
surgical patient at Knox Hospital the
K'
134-tf
past three weeks, is spending a few
1
BLACK horse for sale or trade for
i
cow
Good
all
round
horse
1400
lbs.
days with her sister, Mrs. Laura Star
Price right JAS. SOUTAR. St. George .
rett, before returning to East Union.
134*139
■ «l
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will tender a
BANKING brush for sale, prompt de
PIGS KILLED, good work, prompt serv
livery.
TEL.
196-W.
134*139
reception Monday night following the ice MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138 139-141
YARNS
for
Rugs
and
Hand
Knitting
meeting to Miss Adelle Feyler, the at bargains. Samples and kitting dl-!
K
newly appointed district deputy for rections Iree. H A. BARTLETT', Har- ,
♦
meny. Me
129-140
district 15 of Rebekah Lodges. The
♦
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
other lodges in the district are invited let for the season. Phone ua. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
to attend.
FURNISHED hcatM apt . to '.et. at 25
131-tf
I North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gordon re
PLANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano Main St. Tel 77.
126T28-tf
turned last Saturday from a hunt accordion lessons at your home. tl.
TO RELIABLE PARTY all lurnlshed
C A LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf
■ house to let at 58 Brewster St No small
ing trip in the Crooked River region.
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches, chlldren Apply on PREMISES
The senior class will hold a Thanks clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
139*141
S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
giving box social next Wednesday at liver.
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. Up stairs
bury 8t„ Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131-tf apartment.
7 large rooms. 2 small rooms,
7.15 at Glover hall, the proceeds to LADIES—Reliable hair gooda at Cork- bath room and
all modern conveniences,
, benefit the senior class. Every girl land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall uidsrs hot water, steam heated, gas range, fine
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
central location $30 monthly One-half
; who attends will bring a box lunch.
131-tf I private garage adjoining at snwl add*i
cost. Apply at 22 SCHOOL ST.
Mrs. Abbie D. Wooster has closed
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old tlonal
etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply _________________________________ 139*141
her home in East Warren and is paper,
IN THOMASTON, furnished or partly
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
furnished apt., to let. 5 sunny rooms,
j spending the winter in East Corinth
bath.
MRS A. H PILLSBURY. 19
with her niece. Mrs. George Edgerly.
Green Street
139*141
NORTH
HAVEN
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton left the first
TWO unfurnished tenements to let.
MRS W. H. INGERSON. Vinalhaven
J of the week for iSt. Petersburg. Fla..
Tides of late have been very high. ________________________________ 137-139
as driver and companion for Mrs.
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. four newly
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bray re decorated
room- bath, heater 12 KNOX
' Frank A. Whitehouse of Unity.
ST.
Tel 156-V.'
_______________ 133-tf
turned Tuesday from a visit with
The sermon topic Sunday morning
COMFORTABLE room to let ln handy
their son Stephen, in Yarmouth,
at the Congregational Church will be
location: breakfast If desired. 43 NORTH
Mass.
MAIN ST_________ ____________ 138*140
! "The Unfailing Word." Mrs. Carrie
The “Shipmates" assembled Wed FURNISHED apartment to let. four
Wyllie, soloist, will sing "Thanks To
bath. 87 B Park Street, available
nesday night in Library hall under rooms,
Dec. 1.
ELIZABETH DONAHUE. 89
God" (Wilson).
direction of Principal Reardon. One Park st.__________________________ 138-tf
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak on
of the first projects of this club has , FIVE-ROOM furnished house at
,
.
,
, i Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable: flre"Following Up" at the morning wor .
been to plant trees about the school- wood for the cutting tel 793-w after
ship. Sunday, at the Baptist Church house grounds.
4 p m
136-tf
i There will be an anthem by the choir
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
Red Cross solicitors will make calls rooms,
bath
V.
F
STUDLEY.
283
Main
1 and other special Thanksgiving
the flrst of the week. Of every dol St, Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St., Tel. 330.
138-tf
I music.
lar collected. 50 cents may be retained
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
Much interest in the Knox County by the local branch.
j Suffolk St. Inquire TEL 101-M
135-tf
Religious Crusade is being manifest
I UPSTA1P. apartment to let. flve rooms.
1 bath; at 34 Pleasant St. TEL. 902-W. 36
by both local churches. Nearly every
Reception to the Woodmans
1 Pleasant St.
138-tf
night 50 to 69 persons are present I Under auspices of the Knights of,
ROOMS to let. by day or week, all
; from this town..
Pythias and Pythian Sisters, a recep- modern Improvements. 51 GRANITE
Fred Wyllie who has been ill is im- tion and shower were tendered St.. Tel 152-M__________________ 137-139
FURNISHED apartment to let of four
! proved.
Thursday night in K.P. hall to Dr. rooms and bath. MRS J. P. WHITE.
102
Union St. Tel. 628-M
136-tf
Deer recently tagged are listed as: and Mrs. Arthur Woodman. The
HOUSE to let. with all improvements,
Nov. 15, for Leslie Farrington. East band played several selections and corner
Llmerock St., and Broadway,
Warren, a buck; Nov. 16, for Oscar readings were given by Mrs. Chester $25 month V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
8t.. or 77 Park St., Tel. 1154 or 330
j Holmsberg. East Warren, also a buck. Dyer and Mrs. Leon B. Stone. Other
133-tf
The deer bagged here total 13
J
features included: Songs with gui-! furnished apartment to let. four
^kenniston
.
On the dinner committee Wednes tar accompaniment, William Hop- __________________________________
133-tf
day at the meeting of E. A. Starrett, kins; violin solos. Miss Scales of the FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
| S.U.V., will be Mrs. Ella Cunningham, High School faculty; duet, Mrs. Bar An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Main Ac Park Sts.
127-tf
Mrs. Edna Jones, Mrs. Luella Crock- bara Joy anjf Miss Marjorie Huse;
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
j ett. Members not solicited are re violin solos, Zenas Burgess.
FROST, Tel 318-W
131-tf

■

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

THREE CROW

CDirCC
3rlV,Ca

PEPPER GINGER
CINNAMON, CLOVES

3

SHAKER
TOP CANS

AK

THREE CROW

GROUND SAGE

.

.

.

.

3OZ
PKG

9c

NATION-WIDE

PURE VANILLA

2 OZ
BOT

19c

1 LB
PKG

21c

ST. CLAIR and ALLEN—FULL OF PEANUTS

PEANUT BRITTLE

.

.

OXTON'S

NEEDHAMS ....

2

FOR

9c

OCEAN SPRAY
CANS

25c

LGE 46 OZ
CAN

34c

NO Wt
CAN

25c

TALL
CAN

23c

cnan!

25c

CRANBERRY SAUCE . 2
NAIION-WIDt

DOLE'S

COFFEE

PINEAPPLE JUICE .
DOLE'S

ATICN-WIDE

CURRANTS

SLICED PINEAPPLE

M.vflON-WIDL

DOLE'S

PITTED DATES

PINEAPPLE SPEARS

jEcDcD and SEEDLESS

TEXAS

RASSINS .

2

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

.

SILVER SLICE

MIXED NUTS

ALL THIS YEAR’S
NUTS

GRAPEFRUIT
SANTA CRUZ

J.AMOKD-BUDDED

WALNUTS

PEACHES

RED STAMP a

CAMPBELL'S

.‘.eilALD—BUDDED

WALNUTS

2 ?&! 27c

.

.

HALVES OR
SLICED

NcW23c

•

3c4aSsz23c

TOMATO JUICE

NOT
STAMPED

(contents only)

CLICQUOT CLUB—Pale or Golden
.OUTH AMERICAN

GINGER ALE

YELLOW POP CORN . 2

2

PTS

19c 2

SPLENDID—FANCY

iAaY I ORGAN

SQUASH

CHOCOLATES

.

2

.

qts

LGE
CANS

SPLENDID

PUMPKIN

ST. CLAIR AND ALLEN

FANCY RIBBON CANDY

.

.

SPLENDID

MINCE MEAT .
__

29c
25<

CANS

25C

NO 3
CAN

27c

......
NATION-WIDE—SIX FLAVORS

GELATINE DESSERTS
COMMON Ib.
CRACKERS 20c

yw
1 WHEAT

CHOCOLATE PUDDING
MARASCHINO CHERRIES

PEANUT BUTTER KISSES

2pkgs9«

25a°rzs19c

MINOT'S

CRANBERRY SAUCE

. AfsCY—MEDIUM

1 7C

NATION-WIDE

rose glow
HOYI—BUT-A-KISS

PKGS

CANS

25<

TO LET

quested to furnish sweets. A Thanks
giving program will be given.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Clark who have
: been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C.
Teague and Miss Bertha Teague, went
yesterday to Westbrook where they
will visit for a time before locating
in Sanford for thc winter.
George E. Gray, Grand Outer
Guard, K. of P., has had busy days
the past week. He attended the
District Convention Monday in Hart
land. where he represented the Grand
Chancellor; Convention of District 20
held Tuesday in Augusta; the "Seysiene Chancellors night" Thursday in
Auburn, where 100 candidates were
initiated in the Rank of Page. Pythians are more active this year than
they have been for a decade.

PRUNES
OLD FLAKE

PEANUT BUTTER .

THREE CROW

.

puri

VANILLA
EXTRACT

: ADO. -*IDE

PREPARED MUSTARD
ONE PIE

SPLENDID

MINCE MEAT

MINCE MEAT

ALL FOR

ONE PIE
IATION-V IDt

CORN FLAKES

LGE

.

.

PUMPKIN .

.

SQUASH
ONE

NATION-WIDE

WHEAT CEREAL

SB OZ
PKG

ONE CAN
EACH

PIE

29

REG. 35c VALUE

NATION-WIDE SERVICE
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
r? I? r? t? TPTfTpnu?'

c

rzrdraiajZJZiznLz?zi?}eiajan’.fzjafz)? pjzizianuz 'Zjffluzj'ajzigiznuiuzraiziafajzjzjzreizJzrBiarap.rerzizrarafaraiHJararanJ^

■ E. F. Sheldon's filling station at
i Warren is now under the manage
ment of his father Alfred Sheldon
Mr. Sheldon will not offer the credits
, that have previously been granted.
E. F. Sheldon wishes to take this op
portunity to thank the public for
, its patronage and hopes that it will
'|| give to his father the same co-opera
tion.—adv.
It

|

SOUTH THOMASTON

Mrs. Lillian Barbour of Stonington
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. I. J.
Putnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gilchrist have
moved to Orient street, Rockland.
Mrs. Carolyn Davis gave a beano
party Monday night for Rockland
friends.
Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike spent the
past week in Camden as guests of her
niece Mr. P. G. Willey.
Mrs. Olive Crockett entertained as
guests Thursday, Mrs. Mary Jameson
and daughter Olive, Dorothy Hallberg of Dorchester Mass., and Mrs.
I Mary Dor.ohue of Rockland.

Remarks were offered by Ref. Hen-1.
ry F. Huse, J. B. Crockett, Leon Stone.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Vernon Beverage, Mr. Reardon and Sealed bids addressed to the Town of
Maine, lor Foundations. General
others. The chairman of the gath Hope.
Construction. Heating and Ventilating.
ering was Herman W. Crockett whose Plumbing. Electrical Work. Etc., for a
Grade School Building. PWA Project
genial personality radiated good No. 1089-DS. will be received at the
of the Selectmen. South Hope.
cheer and fellowship. Ice cream and offlce
Maine, until 1P.M. on the 6th day of
cake were served. Dr. and Mrs. December. 1937. and then at said offlce.
opened and read. The plans
Woodman were the recipients of publicly
and specifications, together with the
many attractive gifts. Standing in Information for Bidders. Forms of B!<d.
Contract. Bid Bond and Performance
the receiving line with them were Bond may be examined at said offlce.
Mr. and Mrs. Burdis Brown and Mr. and at the offlce of the Architects. 502
Fidelity Bldg. Portland. Maine, on and
and Mrs. Lawrence Grant.
after the 6th day of November. 1937.
every
week day (except Saturdays and
In his response of appreciation, Dr. Holidays)
between the hours of 9 A.
M
and
5 P M and on Saturdays from
Woodman mentioned that he is to
9 A M . to 1 P. M and copies thereof
visit this weekend with his father, may be obtained upon payment of $5
Dr. Daniel Woodman who is seriously for each Mt The full amount of the
deposit for one set of plans and speci
ill at the Maine Eye and Ear Infir fications and other contract documents
be returned to each actual bidder
mary in Portland. The good wishes will
within a reasonable time after the
of the community accompany the receipt of bids. Other deposits will be
refunded with deductions of $3 upon
visitor.
the return of all documents ln good
• • • •
condition within 10 days after the date
of the bid opening.
Church Notes
The Town of Hope. Maine, reserves the
Worship Sunday will be at 11 right to waive any Informalities In or
to reject any or all bids.
o’clock
with
sermon
entitled
Each bidder must deposit, with hLs bid,
ln the amout of 5U ln the form,
"Thanksgiving” by the pastor. The security
and subject to the conditions, provided
choir will be under the leadership of ln the Information For Bidders.
Attention of bidden Is particularly
Mrs. Barbara Joy. Sunday School at called
to the conditions of employment
10 o’clock. At the close of the morn to be observed and prevailing wage rates
to be paid under the contract
ing service there will be a brief
No bidder may withdraw hls bid within
church meeting to act upon candi 30 days after the actual date of the
opening thereof.
dates for membership by baptism.
EVERETT N HOBBS.
Chairman of Special Building Comm.
A "Seth Parker Thanksgiving Serv
133 & 139
ice” will be conducted at 7 o’clock
TOWN OF WARREN
by the young people. Choir members The Selectmen of the town of War
ren hereby give notice, that the follow
will participate in the program.
ing parcels of real estate will be sold
Those who are attending the Boys’ for and ln behalf of the Inhabitants of
town, that they will receive sealed
Conference in Augusta are Arthur said
bids for earh parcel, the same to be
W. Beverage. Jr., Keith Beverage. opened at thelr offlce Dec 4 1 937 at
p. m. Viz.:—Benjamin Bisbee lot 3
Lawrence Beverage, Lewis Haskell, 2acres
wood land. Adelbert Bucklin lot
Richard Bloom and Arthur Law 5 acres wood lard. Clarence Butler lot
30 acres wood land and field. Samuel Doe
rence, leader.
lot 18 acres wood land. Hilliard Jones

ALFRED M. STROUT

Insurance
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
THOMASTON, MAINE

lOOStf

lot 4 acres wood land. E W. Kenney lot
6 acres wood land. Nestor Nlkkola 2'acres meadow land, James Rollins lot
7 acres wood land. Frod Trowbridge lot
10 acres woc,1 land, and Hannah Waldron
lot 12 acres wood land. Right reserved
to reject any or all bids.
EDWIN E. GAMMON.
ELBKRT L. STARRETT.
OLAP.ENCE PEABODY.
Selectmen of Warren. Me,
13965141*14?

Every-Other-Day
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OClETY
Department Commander and Mrs.
Oliver Hamlin, Mr. and Mrs. John
Ranlett. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Noonan,
Mrs. Jthr. Watts, Mrs. Helen John
son and John Gulstln attended the
joint installation of the Post and
Auxiliary Wednesday night at Me
chanic Falls.

Page Seven

“LAURIE” AT THE KEYS

FOR A PERFECT THANKSGIVING

EALM OF
Capacity Audience Hears Crusader Demonstrate
Talent As a Pianist

Choice of

Mu

SIC
if Gladyi St. Clair Htillad

Music lovers in this section are be
ing privileged to hear a really accom
plished and brilliant concert pianist
in Laurence Hobbs Taylor—“Laurie"
—who with his brother, Charlie is a
part of the Knox County Spiritual
Recovery Crusade, being conducted in
the Community Building. Native lnborn talent has been fostered and de,
.
.
. .
, . „
veloped under some ol America s fin-

-:::DINNER:::
Soup, Fruit Cup or
Tomato Juice Cocktail

Roast Turkey or Roast Chicken
Dressing
Giblet Gravy
Cranberry Sauce

By request a Chopin group was pre
sented, this proving to contain Mr.
Celery
Onions
Taylor's finest playing on the pro
The concert committee of the Port top box office power. His latest tour
Mashed Potato
Sweet Potato
gram. The group opened with two land Music Teachers' Association an of Europe brought sold out houses in'
Turnip
Squash
preludes-^Chopin's preludes, by the
30 cities.
Jellied Salad
nounces the artists' order of appear
way, are becoming better known all
Germani's tour of the United States i
Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
the
time, tiny fragments, yet so com ance on the Celebrity Concert Course this season Includes 47 recitals in the
Mrs. Helen Carlson was called to
Plum Pudding
plete—thc |O Major which is much at City Hall auditorium—definite larger cities from coast to coast and
Paris Hill recently to officiate at
Nuts
like a spinning top, and the G Minor dates—it seems all others have been five performances as soloist with the I
the funeral service for Mrs. Viola
Tea or Coffee
' whlc^ ls
of tragic color. These tentative. We are sorry’ to note that Philadelphia Orchestra under Sto-'
Daniels. While there she was the
*1.25
|
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
preludes
were
from the compositions Kirsten Flagstad's date has been
guest of Miss Mary Daniels of New
*1
ahead
from
Nov.
29
to
Feb.
1,
or
the
Make Reservations Early
Chopin did while at the Isle of MaI York and Paris Hill.
Phone 602
est masters of the piano.
; jorca. Then came Mazurka in D final concert in the series. February
Just recently Jascha Heifetz, fa
Winter or summer The Courieris
not
so
good
for
us
folks
down
here
mous
violinist
has
made
a
momen

Seldom does one hear a pianist who Major, a gypsy tune, gay and sparkGazette is always glad to have I Mr. and Mrs. Merle Dobbins ("Pat"
in the neck of the woods and many in tous decision, on which will affect i
items which concern arrivals and 1 Tibbetts) and daughter Sonia of plays with deeper feeling—recognition 1 ling, perhaps gleaned ln hls boyhood
this section are planning to attend music lovers of the entire world— j
departures of people, the social [ Waterville are weekend guests of Mrs. of this was given at Thursday's night J days.
MAVERICK STREET
ROUTE 17
ROCKLAND, ME.
Two Etudes followed—A flat Major, that particular concert. Well, we he has signed a motion picture con
gatherings, engagement announce i Henrietta Dobbins.
concert when an audience which liter
tract to star in a technicolor film,
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
an exquisite spiritual number, which won't worry yet.
Friday night to Mr. and Mrs. James
WALDOBORO
The final word is: Mischa Levitzki, "The Great Music Festival,” which
ally
packed
the
auditorium
listened
Mrs.
Leonard
Fish
entertained
the
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
was said to be Liszt's favorite and
'calderwood who were recently mar
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly Nik-Nackers Thursday evening, card with absorbed attention to the pro which' was one of the last selections |Nov. 29. Continental Ensemble Jan. Samuel Goldwyn has scheduled for Mrs. O. G. Barnard entertained ried. The young couple were the rehonors going to Mrs. James Roach. gram drawn from the world's great to be played by that great composer- 10. Kirsten Flagstad, Feb. 1.
production next spring. Little has the
Susannah
Wesley
Society ! clplents of many gifts.
to this office.
It can be understood that Interest1 been decided about the picture ex
Surprise gifts were presented to Mrs. classical composers. An audience not pianist near the end of his life; F
*
Thursday afternoon at the Metho
the cept that Jascha Heifetz will play the dist parsonage.
I Mrs. T. C. Ashworth and Miss Sara
Mario Perrero. Refreshments were made up of educated musicians and Major Etude, rull of sparkling light. in this concert series has reached
.
«
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller left yes served. Mrs. Donald Huntley will en
„ ,
_ „ .
,
highest peak in the associations flve role of Jascha Heifetz.
Speakers at the meeting of School 1 Ashworth were recent Rockland visltrained listeners, but from the general Valse in E flat major closed the
.
terday afternoon for Boston where tertain at the next meeting.
_ , .
.
x—,'years of concert undertakings, when
j tors.
It
is
now
a
dozen
years
since
the
masses, some of whom were perhaps Chopin group. Chopin is perhaps best,
Union 73 were Miss Abbie Buck, field
they will make a brief visit with Ma
an artist of Flagstad's calibre is in late Irving Thalberg first approached
j Mrs. George Greenlaw has been
worker
for
the
Maine
Public
Health
hearing
for
the
first
time
a
program
known
toy
his
waltzes,
which
are
so
jor and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich before
The R. P. Club met last Tuesday
imbued with rhythm, beauty and tone, j cluded In the offerings. Reservations Heifetz with an offer to go into pic Association, Mrs. Gladys Patrick, at the home'of relatives ln Albion on
of
that
type.
This
was
a
tribute
in
leaving for Miami, Fla. Yesterday, afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ed
' already have been made from Rock- tures.
“At that time,”
recalls rural supervisor, Miss Dorothy Bry la visit.
with Mr. Fuller's sister, Mrs. Mary ward Cross, those present being: Mrs. itself to the artistry of the performer. and the number Mr. Taylor chose is I land, Bethel, Damariscotta WaterHeifetz, “they wanted me to play ant, State dental hygienist and Supt.
While
Mr.
Taylor
could
easily
take
one
of
the
best
beloved.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Palmer of Bel
Veazie, they were dinner guests of Ted Davis, Mrs. Alfred Starr, Mrs.
| ville. Lewiston, Brunswick. Biddehis place among the concert pianists
Liszt's “Hungarian Rhapsody No. I ford, and other Maine cities and from 'Humoresque,' and I wanted to play A. D. Gray.
fast have been guests of John W.
Mr. and Mrs Frank W. Fuller.
Grant Young and Mrs. Ted Sylvester.
Brahms. But times have changed,
Mrs. Clyde Sukeforth and Miss Palmer and Miss Lois Palmer.
j of the day, hls talent and musiclan- 10," embodying as does all the rhap
i Portsmouth, N. H.
The afternoon was spent In pleasant
the large public is definitely more Grace Simmons are visiting friends
'
ship
are
dedicated
to
God
—
and
isn't
sodies
of
the
great
Hungarian
com

Diligent Dames will meet Thursday chat and sewing. Refreshments were
.
I Those who attend the opening
con- j music-minded than ever before and
noser the gypsy folk tunes and, dances,
, .
in Boston.
Several members of Meenahga
beautiful music a worthy gift?
aitemoon at the churh parlors with served.
_
cert
on jjov.----------------------29 are assured of”a------treat. recording for films has become almost
>rlJ
From
the
-------------A large group of relatives and Grange attended Lincoln County Po
was
splendidly
played,
Mrs. Albert C. Jones and Mrs. John !
_____
Mr. Taylor's program Thursday same composer the familiar and al- for LeV,tzki U an internationally I perfect technically."
friends attended the reception given mona meeting in Whitefield.
laminar na
knownpianist, a dignified, poised and. T)
••minionc" iw
G. Stevens as hostesses. Members i The Sleeper Bible Class will meet
night was composed of “Romantic ways popular "Uebestraum " was used rather ser.ous man as lhe artlsl '
millions
thatdecided
are reminded to take their Christmas Monday afternoon with Mrs. Hattie I
Music," appropriately enough for the as a Iflnal offering, and here again. Awfly frQm thp concert p]atform Heifetz, and the “millions” are peo
Keating, Mechanic street.
dolls to this meeting.
glorious moonlit night which should even though at the end of a long pro- jj0Wever
reiaXes into an unus- ple, not dollars. “On a concert
Mrs. A. P. Norton entertained the ] inspire romance if anything can. The gram broken by no rest. Mr. Taylor s ua„y boyjsh persQn fuR of nfe and tour," says Heifetz, “in the course of
Russell Hewett, Perry Howard and
a year I play to about half a million
program was opened with "Duet" by playing shone fresh and vital.
fond of laughter. He is very keen people. When I broadcast I am told
Robert Smith are in Augusta attend Wawenock Club Thursday, at a veni
Mendelssohn,
which
pictures
eloabout dancing and has a weaking the State Older Boys' Confer son dinner. The afternono was spent
I may be reaching fifty million. But
quently the voices of two lovers, each
Mr. Taylor's work is free from manence as delegates from the Comrades socially.
carrying the air in turn and combin nerlsms, and let it be commented here nfss for„>*lPular m“sic,in ‘ts Pr°'*r a fine picture frequently has an auplace. He even will play Jazz himof the Way.
Rockland Lodge of Elks will have ing for a thrilling duet at the close. that certain efforts for tonal effects j self occasionally for the private en- dience of four hundred millions."
Musically Goldwyn has given the
“
The
Two
Larks'
by
Leschetitsky,
cannot be termed “mannerisms." As
' tertainment of hls friends. He likes
Submaster John Durrell was called a ladies night next Wednesday night
violinist carte blanche. He will be
picturing the rising flight of the said before, he plays as if he loves to
•
—
Thanksgiving
Eve.
Grindles
Or

Above zero ... or below zero . . .
,
to piav tennis, and is a firm believer
_
...
,
to Portland this week by the Illness
'
free to make his own selection of
chestra of Belfast will furnish the European skylark in song, was beau- play—he U submerged ln his music
D. & H. Anthracite guarantees a
and death of his mother.
... .
------- ...
—-■ , that all artists need to get away irom ,he music hf chooses to p,ay apd
# whUe mwting
inuslc. Mrs. Edna Hart is chairman tifully played. Mr. Taylor’s own ar- once his hands are on the keyboard. thelr aft once
warm home—always. On above
otherwise
his
wishes
will
be
consulted
Qf other inUrests #nd doing
The recreation room of the tele ol the event, anti has for assistants rangement of •‘Believe Me If All In more moving music hls facial ex- ,
zero days .. . D. & H. Anthracite is
pression takes on a sombre hint and ,hings utter,y unrp]ated t0 th€ir in the treatment of his role.
Mrs.
Bernice
Wolcott
,
Mrs.
Anita
r
Those
Endearing
Young
Charms
was
phone offlce was the scene of a jolly .
.
“Hollywood stars can rest easy,"
easily dampered down. On belowgathering Thursday night when the Ooldfarb. Mrs. Carl Simmons and delightfully received. One felt tha. when the music is gay and sparkling work
employers gave a
miscellaneous Mrs C. S. Roberts.
Mr. Taylor did this number with hls smiles shine forth and it is very evl- I Mail order applications for re Heifetz promises. “I am a violinist
zero days . . . D. & H. Anthracite
shower for Mrs. Grace Poland Palmer
c
, r
u tongue in his cheek for he dives ed dent he is having a grand time. His served course tickets will be handled and no actor. I shall remember the
instantly responds to the drafts
Se'eral school chums met at the the fine old melody of its flowing playing shows ample technical equip by Cressey & Allen 517 Congress advice of the man of the Santa Fe
who has recently entered into a
with
heat, heat . . . and more heat.
1 home of Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank velvety legato and had it "dance a ment, but it never overshadows beauty street, up to Nov. 29. Single tickets Railroad offlce who sold me my tick
domestic partnership.
Phone your order today.
yesterday afternoon, to Join their ! jig.” However, it was the same tune of tone and sensitiveness of projec
ets to come east. ‘Remember,’ he
for any one concert will not be sold
tion. Throughout the program Mr. in advance, being available at City warned, 'don't act and don’t play The
Call 487
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Magune are daughter Lucille in celebrating her : i,ut in a gay new dress.
Bee!’ ’’
10th
birthday.
The
dining
room
From
Schumann,
called
the
mos
Taylor
offered
explanatory
comments
visiting Mr Magune's brother. Dr.
Hall box office the evening of the
••a•
in Worcester,
Frank L.Magune
__ D__ _ —
------------ ,.' decorations v'ere Pink and yellow, . romantic composer of all. Mr. Taylor
, .j which aided greatly in the enjoyment concert only. I have some applica
Which
reminds
me—the young
Mass
i With ar. ornamented cake bearing selected “Novelette,” one of the lovely j of the numbers, particularly for those
wishes them.
candles. Japanese favors and small airs from the collection entitled "Many ] not familiar with the selections and tion blanks if anyone
guide
who
took
us
on
the NBC tour
• • • »
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
when we were at Radio City recently
gifts were given each guest, the hos- j colored Leaves," and one could well' composers.
Winners
in
the
young
artists'
con

Chummy Club met this week with
told us that few of the really big
Mrs. E. W. Freeman. Mrs. Frank tess receiving many nice presents. picture autumn leaves dancing ln the For the concert next Thursday night tents held this year by thc National
broadcasting programs are now heard
THE SOid FUEL FOR SOid COMFORT
Those
present
were
Irene
Black.
wind
as
the
pianist
played
the
ex

Mr.
Taylor
will
present
a
program
ot
'
Federation
of
Music
Clubs
will
be
Fields, Mrs. Flora Fernald and Mrs.
(Nathalie
Post.
Sandra
Hallowell,
modern music.
quisite “Novelette."
j presented during the next three there—they have all gone Hollywood.
H. R Mullen were the prizewinners.
He also said that Hollywood is ten
Sylvia Christoffersen, Lois Ann Win
j months as soloists with Federal Muchenbaugh,
Mary
June
Watkins.
’ sic Project symphony orchestras un- tatively saying lt Is going to have a
Mrs. C. F. Simmons leaves today
MONDAY AND
Joyce
Wotton
and
Barbara
and
Na

1 c.er the baton of Nikolai Sokoloff, broadcasting studio three times the
for Lynn. Mass., to visit her son
T4Eok
size
of
the
NBC
in
New
York.
TUESDAY
dine
Fuller
i director of the project. Eudice Sha
Eaton, before going to Middletown.
• • • •
Anderson Camp’s Faithful Former Rockland Girl, Now piro. violinist, well known in Knox
Conn., to spend the winter with her
Mrs. Vance Norton entertained
A weekly scries of six Saturday pro
County
musical
circles
through
sumTHE ROLE YOU’LL ALWAYS
daughter and s^n-in-law Prof, and
Aids Made lt Much of a
Residing In New York,
members of WIN. Club Thursday
I mer appearances in Curtis concerts, grams of chamber music by the Cool
Mrs. C. W. Snow.
»
AS ONE OF WILL ROGERS’ GREATEST).
night at cards and late luncheon.
Never Forgets Native State : appeared on a program Nov. 8 and idge String Quartet, with noted conSuccess
* High scores went to Mrs. Charles
will be heard again at the last con- cert artists assisting, will be given
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carlson and
A very successful fair was held at j A staunch booster for the Pine Tree
Schofield, Mrs. Leland Drinkwater
cert in New York. Jan. 9. Miss Sha- j over the Columbia network, the flrst
son David of Portland were recent
and Mrs Florence Knowlton.
Grand Army hall Wednesday by An-• State is Miss Helen Bartlett Follett, piro who is a native of Buffalo. N. taking place on Nov. 13, from 5.45 to
guests of Mrs. Helen Carlson.
series is entitled
derson Camp Auxilinary. Nearly ev- who formerly resided ln this city, anl Y., is a daughter of Ivan Shapiro, a | 6 25 P- mMrs. Lester Sherman was hostess .
erything was disposed of long before j whose summers are invariably spent member of the Buffalo Symphony Haydn to Debussy." and will sketch
Orchestra. 5>he first studied violin i *^e development of music from the
tc Charity Club Thursday afternoon ;
time for supper. The booths were , here and in the neighboring county of
with her father and at present is a j ear'y l8tl1 century to the beginning
at her home on Beech street.
S. Constantine Made Sugges- in charge of the following, assisted by Waldo. In the course o: a personal
pupll of Efrem Zimbalist at the Cur of the 20th. The personnel of the
tion Which Furnished In- 1 ether members of the Auxiliary. ^etter t0 a Rockland friend, sh?
Coolidge Quartet consists of William
tis Institute of Music.
A surprise birthday party for Ro
1 writes:
Kroll and Nicolai Berezowski, violins;
Candy,
Velma
Marsh;
aprons.
Mrs.
graham
With
Services
land Achorn, planned by Mrs. Achorn
“May I tell you of a very pathe’ic
The orchestra of the Curtis In Nicolas Moldaven, viola, and Victor
was given Wednesday night, a group
Carrie Winchenbaugh; white ele story? It Is of a not-so-young lady
Your* to
The power of suggestion is well illusstitute of Music in Philadelphia, of Gottolieb, cello.
of friends laden with gifts greeting
lovo, and to
phant. Mrs. Mae Reed, grabs. Susie going from store to store ln the shop
Distinguished
assisting
artists
which Fritz Reiner is conductor, is
the guest of honor at the home of trated ln connection with the instal-j
laugh at, again,
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler. Granite lation of
amplifying apparatus Karl; vegetables. Mrs. Bessie Mad- ping center, begging. In crisp busi busy at rehearsals in which three scheduled to appear ln programs In
with all tha warm
ness-like tones at flrst she begged—
items predominate: The Brahms clude Georges Barrere, eminent flut
street Cards occupied the evening' recently Put at the bedside of Frank docks; cooked food, Helen Paladino;
humor, all tha rich
then in her frustration almost tear
Academic Festival Overture, the or ist; Frank Sheridan, pianist; and
the usual decorated cake being ad- H' In8Taham' Rockland attorney, and utility table, Elizabeth Gregory;
romanca, that
fully pleading for—Maine potatoes!
mired at the refreshment hour. The tea®her of the Brotherhood Class at beano, Gladys Murphy; supper, Mrs. [ “Honestly, Mother went into every chestral accompaniment to a Rubin Gustave Langenus, clarinetist. Three
m ada it ona
of your fa
stein concerto for piano, and an ac names mentioned here are familiar
guests were Mr and Mrs. Edward C. the First Baptist Church.
Mae Cross.
I grocery store in our radius asking for
vorites!
Sophocles T. Constantine, a mem
companiment to a work for piano en to us through Camden appearances—
Sylvester. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Mrs. Doris Ames was in charge of them. When she was telling about
TOUAV—GENE AUTKY in "BOOTS AM) SADDLES"
Gottilieb,
Barrere.
and
Sheridan.
ber
of
the
class,
who
has
on
many
oc

titled
"Chromaticon."
Tie
this
in

Achorn, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meser
a pocketbook with a sum of money lt, she said, “Well, at least I've ad formation, says the New York Times,
• • a. »
vey, Mr. and Mrs. Edward N. Syl casions favored the class with special
inside which went to Mrs. Bertha vertised them. I guess they know now to the fact that (1) Josef Homann
An injury to Ernest Schelling's eye
vester and Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler. music in the form of tenor solos, made
Rokes.
Other special prizes were that potatoes are grown in Maine.' who will give his jubilee concert Nov. which will delay his return from
the suggestion last Thursday to Edwin
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
were awarded: Lamp, Mrs, Doris Judging from the tone of voice She 28 at the Metropolitan Opera House, Lausanne, Switzerland, has caused
Patty Ann. uauanter of Mr. and H. Crie. treasurer of the class, that
used
ln
telling
of
lt,
I
rather
guess
Ames;
candy.
Nellie
McAuliffe;
cake,
is director of the Curtis Institute, a postponement of the Young Peo
Mrs. Clifford Achorn celebrated her it would be a fine idea if the class
they do know!
IICES!
that (2) he is a noted protagonist of ple's Concerts of the Philharmonicthird birthday by entertaining sev arranged it so that Mr. Ingraham, Paul Barton. A fine supper was
“I ha«f Maine number plates on
the works of his famous teacher, An Symphonic Society which the Co
eral playmates Wednesday after ill at his home, and Mrs. Ingraham. served and during that time the lights
my car, and they have brought several
ton Rubinstein; that (3) he is also lumbia network will broadcast for the
noon. The wee folks enjoyed every attending him every hour of the day j were dimm?d and Mrs. Doris Ames
pleasant incidents. We were shop
the author of “Chromaticon.'' and 8th consecutive season on Saturdays
minute, displaying lively interest in and night, might hear the Taylor entered from the kitchen bearing a
lighted birthday cake for Col. I. Les ping one Saturday morning and I had that (4i it has been announced that from 11 a. m. to 12.15 p. m. Word of
a candy hunt, games and two deco evangelistic meetings.
Just parked the car when a lady steprated cakes, served at refreshment Startin with the mere mention of lie Cross who also received a gift from
an orchestra would assist at this jubi- the noted director's Injury was re
ped up to us and said. ‘I noticed ,
the
Auxiliary
besides
personal
cards
ceived from him by cable. He ls
time. Many lovely gifts were offered the matter, action was taken speedily
lee concert.
your Maine plates and could not help
under the care of two distinguished
by the following guests. Barbara and and ln short order the happy sugges from seme of the members.
The regular meeting of the Aux speaking. We go to Maine every year
Fernando Germani, Italian virtuo oculists and has been ordered to give
George Brackett, Helen and Patty tion was carried out, Mr. Stone, man
Holbrook. Kay Frances Achorn, ager of the telephone company. Edwin iliary was held in the evening, when and have such a gcod time. It seemed so of the organ, whose performances up all activity for two months.
The series wlll start on Dec.
Mary Jane Thomas, Betty and Ro Whalen, well known orchestra leader. Miss Frances Hatch was Initiated in so good to see Maine on your car I have created a sensation in thc music
berta Sylvester, Patty and Sally and owner of the apparatus; and a v?ry Impressive manner. The wanted to ask where you are from.' capitals of Europe during the past instead of the scheduled Nov.
“I was at my garage the other I two seasons, recently arrived in Bos- and John Barbirolli, conductor
Austin Sherman of House-Sherman. charter was draped in memory of
Achorn and Donna Lyn Sylvester.
Inc., electricians, co-operated ln get Mrs. Belle Bowley. a very faithful night waiting for the man to take me i ,on for his concert at symphony thc Philharmonic, will direct
home when an elderly lady stepped Hall. Special interest attached to Schelling's place.
Members of the Arts and Crafts ting the hook-up in working order.
worker for the order.
Society are invited to meet Monday
The Auxiliary is very grateful for up to the car. She said, 'You are the Boston performance since it was
Last night Ray Sherman, secretary
night at 7 o'clock at the What-Not- of the class, and Eddie Whalen, find donations from the following: Perry's, a long way from home young lady. the first public performance of an
THAT REVIVAL HOOK-UP
r'
T *• » S
Shop. to plan the winter's work. A ing all seats taken at Community Newberry's,
Crocketts.
Studley's, Where in Maine do you come from? internationally renowned concert star
North Haven, Nov. 19.
special project will be suggestions Building auditorium, hastened to Mr. Chisholm's. Mrs. Velma Marsh was I've lived in Mt. Vernon 35 years but playing the electric organ invented
foi Christmas. A demonstration on Ingraham's home, and sat in his room selected as chairman of the next I come from Maine. It is home.'
two years ago by Laurens Hammond Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
As I read in your paper of the act
the making of winter bouquets will listening to Charlie Taylor's talk on supper. The meeting "then closed
"Once on the parkway, a huge of Chicago. Toscanini, Stokowski,
2* 2 hours of glorious mel
be given by Mrs. Leola Noyes.
ody, spectacle and r<
after very gratifying reports as to the town car, replete with footman and Koussevltzky and other authorities of kindness by members of the First
“Can a Christian Have Fun?”
‘Clippings from the newspapers on financial success of the affair which driver passed my little car. In the in the world of music predict that Baptist Church of Rockland in proAt the meeting of the Rockland So
this fine gesture of the Brotherhood exceeds the amount netted for sev back was an elderly lady who waved this Instrument which possesses ex vicing for their deacon, Frank H.
ciety for the Hard of Hearing, Thurs
and waved and pointed to my number traordinary resources of tone color lngrahcm, a “revival hook-up", I
Class, in appreciation of the faith eral years.
day afternoon, an interesting paper
plates. Some persons ask why I do and dynamics will profoundly affect could not help thinking what such
with ALLAN JONES * WARREN WILLIAM
fulness of their teacher, will surely go
on "The First Thanksgiving" was
Into my scrapbook," said Charlie Tay
You can get one of the finest not have New (York plates. Why the future developments om musical a tnoughtful deed must mean to him.
Due to the length of shows of this picture
prepared and read by Mrs. Nathan
“I would rather have one little rose
The new M-G-M sensati
lor at the headquarters of Spiritual Thanksgiving dinners, all you can shculd I? I drive mostly on Maine art. both in composition and per
Evening Shows Will Start at 6.00 and 8.30
Frem the garden of a friend.
that cost a fortune 1
Witham. The lesson was conducted
Than
to
have
the
choicest
flowers
Recovery Crusade at 500 Main street, cat, for only $1 at the New Hotel roads, so should have my tax money- formance.
When my stay on earth must, end
by Mrs. Marguerite McAlman, the
NOW
“SQCOND HONEYMOON”
Rockland. Make reservations early. go there. Also, why give} up a bit of Germani. who ls 29 years old, I wc j Id rather have one pleasant word
story being given by Miss Olive Gil yesterday.
In kindness said to me
PLAYING
with
home and the friendliness and plea amazed the faculty of the St. Ce Than
Phone
580
—
adv.
nattery whe 1 my heart Is still
chrest. The birthday of Mrs. Mary
LORETTA YOUNG, TYRONE TOWER
And !i<e has epsed to be.
sure that comes to others as they see cilia Academy in Rome, when as a
Veazie was observed the members
I would rather have . loving smile
Expert Radio Repair
lad of 8 he played the master works
Lovely red "lanterns,” from far off Maine, home and vacatlonland?"
From friends I know are true.
presenting her with a dish garden.
Shows: Matinee 2;
All makes radio receivers
Than
tears shea aiotind my casket
of
Beethoven
and
Brahms
with
the
Japan,
milk-weed
pods,
that
are
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
Work
Guaranteed
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
When this wor: 1 I’’ e bid adieu.
Tubes Tested Free
painted by hand and silver six-pence, E. K. Gould has removed hls law t poise and mature conception of an Bring me all ycur f ewers today—
Cont.
Saturday
Freeman Brown and Mrs. Witham.
Whether pink or white or red,
ir. winter bouquets, to brighten your office from 375 Main street to 400 ; adult. At 19 he devoted himself I'd rather have one blossom now.
____ 'Rnckland
Tel 8M
2.00 to 10.30
MAINE MUSIC CO.
The next meeting will be held Thurs
home for the holidays at The What-' Maln street (over Woolworth's).
j exclusively to the organ and soon beThan a truckloau when I’m dead."
Sunday Shows Benefit W inslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
day, Dec. 2, with Miss Eliza Hannegan
124-tf
Not Shop—adv.
*
131-tf
I came the first organist to rank as a
—
Frank
Beverage.
of Portland in charge.
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Has Maine Plates
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deer which makes tasty eating and
extra fine mincement.
Mr Light went from here to Per
kins Island to substitute for Keeper
Powers.
Keeper Seavey's mother returned
with him recently for a visit at the
lighthouse.
We have had plenty of rain the past
••-•-•-••••-•••••••-•-I
few days. Cisterns were at full capa
city and even the pigs had a few drops
By Gladys St. Clair Heistad—Third Installment
j more than they enjoyed.
The Keeper had a chat with Keeper
Saturday morning we went to the of these booths where new construcDavis of The Cuckolds while in New- j pier to see the official party off on tion Is taking place ls a miniature
agen. While there he feasted on, the S.S. Stavangerfjord of the Nor- exhiblt from whlch the natural sizc
T’S happening again this year.
1 Jerry Island clams for which he has
is being made, and a small window
wegian American Line. That was
Oldsmobile is sweeping them
[ a special liking.
through which one can watch the
off
their feet with its stunning,
a
new
experience
to
me.
as.
as
I
had
workers.
The children brought home two
original Style! Oldsmobile is
• • • *
new pets—black beagle puppies, whlcn never before been aboard an ocean
starting something in modern
Saturday afternoon we went to
they have named "Blackie" and ' liner. Rated as only a small liner,
design that others are sure to
, “Darkie." They are the cutest little the Stavangerfjord carries about 1500 Radio City where again we had time
follow! Yes, and Oldsmobile is
to see only about one-thirty-second
' things imaginable.
passengers and about 250 in the
doing thingsin safety noothercar
Mr. and Mrs James Norton and crew. We went all over the steamer, of all there Is to see in that wonder
has ever done before! See the
Myrtle Seavey of Gape Newagen were and here again I had the chance to ful place. We had to confine our
new Six—the new Eight—the
selves
to
scuttling
around
certain
dinner guests Armistice Day.
see smorgaasbord which, though not
ne wears that have everything—
Plenty of hunters made their so splendid as that at the Norske buildings, viewing the International
the new favorites for the new year!
buildings,
the
ice
skating
enclosure,
way here over the weekend by land Selskap. was very lovely.
some of the inner shops, etc. We did
and by water. Some of them drive
It was touching as the time for de
to the old farm one-half mile from parture drew near to witness partings take the NBC tour which was ex
tremely interesting—and disillusion
■ the Light.
—tears and embraces, quivery smiles
Wc planned to visit Portland during and forced hilarity. Many women ing. too. and went to the top of the
. leave, but rain deterred us. so we are were coming aboard with beautiful highest building from whose roofs
leaving that for a later date, as well flowers, and ship waiters were scurry we viewed New York by night. The
as our call on Keeper and Mrs. Wood- | ing hither and thither with baskets weather was very clear and thereby
ward. We are so glad the Woodwards of fruit, flowers and gifts. Again we we could see far out over the Jersey's
like thelr new station; it is a beauti- had opportunity to speak with Dr. and all over, ln fact. A most thrilling
ful spot and we were anticipating Koht and wish him “bon voyage,'' experience. Then we had dinner in
our visit there. Mrs. Seavey went to and I noticed that he stood near the the Rainbow Grille from which we;
Grammar School with Mrs. Wood- gangplank to wave a good-bye to his ccu’.d still view New York by night.
• ward but they have not met since countrymen as the ship drew away After dinner we went to Music Hall
whose beauty defies description. We
those days.
from the pier. We remained on the
What our lightkeepers and coast
It was a pleasure to see Mrs. Sea- ; pier until the ship sailed away, and lt saw there a delightful stage show, |
guardsmen are doing to protect
vey's aunt. Mrs. Gordon and her was scarcely before that very moment “Manhatten Serenade" and a hilari
coastwise shipping by day and by daughter, Myrtle, when we came when Rolf spied on board a young ous picture. “The Awful Truth"
night. The day's news from many through Bangor. We happened to woman he knows—then ensued fran starring Irene Dunne and Carylonely outposts along Maine', park near them on the street.
Grant.
tic signalling and yelled conversation
• • • •
waterfront.
Many thanks to Henley Day for the from which he learned that she was
On our way from Long Island on
package sent to Mr. Norton Thc returning to her native land for a Mondgy gfter visiting
gt
DOWN TO THE SEA
cranberries are heartily welcomed as six-months' stay.
Oakdale, we had a chance to see
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
they are Mr. Norton's favorite berry
the World's Pair grounds and also to
They that go down to the sea In ships
• • » •
On our way from the pier we go over the new Triborough Bridge
Business ln the great waters to do.
Worship the Lord with thelr heart and
stopped at the Fredheim Cafe, at 476 At the fgir grounds the Adminlstra_
Cape Elizabeth
Ups.
See Hls works and Hls wonders they
Clyde Grant of the Coast Guard Fiftieth street. Brooklyn, a small tion Building is already completed,
view.
i service and Mrs Grant have rented Norwegian restaurant where my hus- a very handsome structure. Extenband used to eat some years ago. sive dredglng „ golng on t0 result
Hls wonders ln the deep they behold
| the Dyer house for the winter.
In the calm and the boisterous seas
The Washington County Associa- Very good food and at very reason- g channe, wWch win pennlt hugf
If they sail In the winter winds wild
liners
„„ right ,n almost
and cold
'
tion
met Nov. 13 and following dinner, able prices, and an interesting group
Or only tn summer time breeze
i
of
people
eating
there-all
mingling
up
{he
Admlnlstration
Building,
t beano was played by members and
They see the waves mounting heaven
together, workmen in rough cloths. and which wll, g|ve thp effect Qf
1
guests.
The
next
session
will
be
Dec.
ward high
At command of omnipotent God.
10 with a program to be presented men and women well dressed as if Ueing thfre ln fln enormous
While down In the depths thelr small
coming from offlces.etc. There is a
There is so much to see in New
ships lie;
after the meeting.
Thelr Heavenly Pilot they laud.
j We enjoyed a visit Sunday from our piano in the room and it is customary York_to see and marvel at
He speaks to the wli>d and the sea again. I retired keeper. Charles Knight family for anyone who wishes to play to do subwgys amaM
Thelr vessels reel to and fro
so The room which is not large is fQr j knQW , Just new cou,d flnd
And wave tossed, stagger like drunken ' and Keeper and Mrs. Coleman of
By Thomas Parran, Jr., M. D.
men
I Cape Neddick Light. Mr and Mrs. not fancy bv any means, but is clean my way about in them. And it seems
In the gales that with violence blow
and home like, and on the walls are as if one can ride forever and a daySurgeon
General,
United States Public Health Service
; Knight have announced the engage
Thelr souls ln trouble and fear may melt
inscriptions.
One
reads:
“
Skrivet
ment of thelr daughter, whose mar
in a subway on five cents! But I felt
At thelr wits end they may be.
hjem til mor" (Write home to sorry for the people we saw in the
From the terror of heart they have riage will take place in April.
(This is one of six articles fur- against diphtheria, against typhoid,
deeply felt.
Keeper and Mrs. Hilt and Mr and mother!, and a lovely verse:
subway trains—not for the tourists nisned by the National Health Coun against yellow fever against small
From disstress God sets them free
Kinger lkke moders mialet sjonnest
To Him who rules o’er the waves they ! Mrs. Adolph Stevens were callers Binder lkke dit hjem med dobbelt garn. whose wide open and curious eyes cil and published by The Courier- pox. In fact, it is far more economi
Lyser lkke selve graesset gronnest
cry
’ Friday at the station.
give them away, but for those persons Gazette. is a part of the National cal of the public funds to prosecute
Paa den tue vl lekte som barn.
And He maketh the tempest a calm.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Beal
are
re

who live right in the city among the campaign o." public educati.n I aid campaigns against such diseases than
To thelr haven desired He brings them
nigh;
ceiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
Then
again
on
the
street
and
to
bright lights and hurrying crowds, t..e 1937 Commui.ty Mobilization for to neglect them.
They are glad: they praise Him ln
psalm.
I of a son. Joseph.
call on an old family friend of the day in and day out. and who seem Human Needs).
Freedom from tuberculosis can be
—Allison M. Watts.
Miss Selma Olsen is taking piano Heistad s—Sister Lena, who heads s0 utterly weary. A slice of every
Jamaica. Vt.
• • • •
achieved only as part of a broader
| lessons from Miss Downs in Portland. ;he nurses at the Lutheran Deaconess nationality ln thc world may be found
When, shortly after the turn of the , public health program. At the pres
Hospital The nurses' home where on tllese subway trains, and to present century, the National Tuber- I ent time the greatest need for health
Portland Head
NOTICE TO MARINERS
we called on Sister Lena is a flne character everything from a drunken culosis Association and several local action is where the greatest saving
The weather man has not been giv
large building, and the room in which bum to a richly dressed man or and state tuberculosis associations of life and suffering can be made.
ing us the best weather of late.
Cape Porpoise Harbor—The Old we sat was arranged in true Nor- womin But rich or poor, they all
were formed to fight the disease Here I would place, first, the neces
Many sightseers were out last Sun
Prince Bell Buoy 2, reported out of wegian style, especially with regard loolc tlred out they sleep and nod,
which at that time was the greatest sity for finishing the job in the con
day watching waves dash high along
position on Nov. 15. was replaced on to the potted plants. After the plea- 5lgh aRd drooP There is never a
cause of death throughout the world, trol of tuberculosis. The tremendous
our water front.
station Nov. 17.
5 ant call, we started out again, soon
°t interest In the person in the I the organization of these citizen decline in the disease in this counKeeper and Mrs. Coleman of Cape
Seacoast—Portland Harbor Ap to stop at C. A. Hanssen's store for next 5681 or across the aisle, unless
groups, composed both of physicians try from a death rate of 201 per hunNeddick Light called Wednesday on proach—Corwin Rock Lighted Bell
music and exquisite Norwegian •' b“ to scan a headline in an opened and laymen and designed to promote ' died thousand population in 1904.
R. T. Sterling.
Buoy 3, reported missing Nov. 15. was Chrtstmas cards.
newspaper, and that is only a mo- ‘
and stimulate community activities when the National Tuberculosis AsMrs. R T. Sterling was guest Wed replaced on station Nov. 16
That ended the Norwegian part of mentary spark. It drove home to in the control of tuberculosis, was a ' sociation was founded, to 55 in 1936,
nesday of her sister Mrs. Charles
our visit, and now follows a few other me more 'ban ever how fortunate most significant forward step in the i should not obscure the fact that it
Sterling of Peaks Island.
CAPT. J. H. GREENLAW
items of our New York stay. One we ar« who llv« ln "wid8 °Pen »Pace»-" fight for health security.
is still the leading cause of death in
Without warning, colds made their
day we went into the St. George
was tde
time I bad seen
the age groups between 20 and 40
This
citizen
fight
against
tubercu

way into our abode—most unwelcome
Capt. Jason H. Greenlaw. 82. who Hotel to see one of the biggest and strikers doing picket duty—we came
losis has had a significance far be Up to now we have tilked and hoped
visitors.
died recently at the home of his sis finest swimming pools in this country. across 'bis several times—milling yond tl.e more than 70 percent re for partial control. One of the most
Retired Keeper Charles Dyer. Mrs
A huge affair, with salt water heated groups of men and women, picketers
duction in deaths from tuberculosis, conservative of our public health
Dyer and daughter Mrs. Davis of ter, Mrs. Sidney Taft in Framingham.
to the right temperature, crystal marching up and down announcing
Mass.,
was
a
famous
old-time,
native
great
as that accomplishment has authorities. Dr. Wade H. Frost of
Portland and Monhegan were recent
clear greenish water—deep at one by sandwich man signs their grievDeer Isle fishing skipper coasting
been. Its greatest significance IieS Johns Hopkins University, in a recent
guests of F. O. Hilt and family.
end and gradually getting more shal- ’ ances
Usually they were before
in the demonstration of a new article advances convincing argu
Mr and Mrs. Adolph Stevens recent captain and yacht master most of his
low at the other end to permit child- small shops or stores in the garment
weapon for use against all prevent ments that should incline us to think
visitors at the home of F. O. Hilt and long life.
When only nine years old he sailed ren and bathers to enjoy it. There Industry.
able disease—the fact that scientific , about the eradication of tuberculosis.
family, returned Monday to West
A'so 1 was amazed when I heard
William are diving boards of various heights.
brook where they were guests of Mr. with his father. Capt.
knowledge of disease can be inter 'Only two factors, he saws bar this
and along side are sun lamps so one unmistakable hisses at Radio City
Greenlaw
on
a
three
months
fishing
and Mrs L. O Goff Mr. 8tevens re
preted to the people: that public possibility. One js that in years to
can loll and obtain a sun tan with- Music Hall whenever Mussolini's
health action can be organized as a come the tuberculosis germ may be
cently substituted here during vaca trip to Bay of Chaleur. Before he
was 21 he was skipper of his own out sand. Florida sun and what-not. Picture was projected on the screen. result of this education; and that an come more virulent; the other is that
tion days.
The Hotel also maintains a huge The hisses were many, loud and de
A recent guest of R T. Sterling was schooner sailing out of Gloucester
enlightened citizenship is of more we. as people, may become less resist
with the fishing fleet. With the gymnasium. Both swimming pool termined. I took it that II Duce ts value than quarantine laws in disease ant to lt. Neither contingency seems
Mr. Stoddard of Portland.
decline of fishing he went coastwise, and gym are open to anyone for no' too popular in New York!
• • • •
control. Before tuberculosis associa probable to him.
Ad well, it was a wonderful experithen 20 years was master of the yacht regular fees and obedience to rules.
• • • •
tions were organized public health
The Cuckolds
We ourselves stayed at the Towers ence, all of it. and even though we
Atrypa owned by George Childs
effort had been largely restrictive—
We have enjoyed a grand sight here
We have other menaces to our
Drexel of Philadelphia and Islesboro. In Brooklyn, a quiet delightful hotel came home tired through and legislative—concerned primarily with
Our room on the 15th floor com- | through, it was worth it. Little Old
for the past two days—heavy seas
health security such as the problems
That he was a navigator of skill
the cleaning up of filth and the use of syphilis and gonorrhea, cancer'
coming over the breakwater and some
and good judgment is shown by the manded a marvelous view of the New York, the melting pot of the of police powers by health officers,
of the breakers even dashing over
and pneumonia. Children under five
waterfront.
Ellis
Island.
Welfare
Isnations,
none
other
like
lt
in
the
fact that in his more than 50 years
'these tuberculosis associations made years of age and child-bearing wom
the house.
land.
Staten
Island.
Statue
of
Liberty.
world.
as master of a vessel there was never
possible a new bi-partisan partner en are far from safe. For attack
Mr. Morong and Mr. Cotton ar
(The End)
loss of life or property, a record to be the ferries, harbor boats, liners, and j
ship of the people and their govern on these problems as well as for at
rived last Saturday noon to install
appreciated by those familiar with so on. It was particularly enchanting I
mental agencies state and local, tack on this greatest problem, tuber
a new lens clock. They became
IT
WAS
A
SUCCESS
the hazards of coastwise shipping. when all the lights were on in the
which has been more valuable in re culosis. I urge upon the American
stormbound but their added stay
His greatest joy was to be of as early evening.
And Apple Week" Will Become a ducing the incidence of tuberculosis mind the continued support of these
was enjoyable. They departed Mon
We visited the Hayden Planetari
sistance to others. Neighbors and
than all the police powers of health voluntary health agencies, those citi
Fixture In This State
day while it was still rough but man
friends of the years of his strength um. which is marvelous beyond words.
officers ever on the statute books.
aged to reach Newagen without mis
zen groups that have in the last
will remember him as quick to ex I expect never again to experience the
■ • » Maine grocers “pleased with the
hap.
three decades especially done so
feeling
I
had
when
darkness
grad

tend help in time of need.
tremendous success of Apple Week”
It seems clear that from the efforts much for the development of health
Mr. and Mrs. Chase Wells and
Capt. Greenlaw and his wife. Mrs. ually settled down and the stars came
of these groups of interested citizens interest and the improvement of
children. Louise, Billie and Carol, of
Flaviila Sawyer Greenlaw, lived in out—the tense hush broken only by plan to make this an annual event,
serving as voluntary organizations community health in the United
South Portland visited us the pre
Deer Isle until their home was burned softly drawn-in breaths, low sobs, Arthur H. Charles, secretary of the
there has arisen in the American States. We who are in official gov
vious weekend. They had a delight
in 1919 when they moved to Belfast. and I am frank to admit that I Maine Independent Retail Grocers
mind the desire not only to relieve ernmental places appreciate the great
ful time as it was their first ex
Since the death of hls wife, four years couldn't keep back the tears. It Association, said today. He told the
misery due to sickness, death and value of an alliance with unselfish,
perience on any light station.
Maine
Development
Commission
that
ago Capt. Greenlaw had lived with gets you. We heard a Miss Bennett
We miss the Keeper and Mrs. Foss,
destitution, but also wherever and women who will help us to secure
his sister in Framingham. He re lecture and she was very excellent, a marked increase in apple sales was
but hope they are having a fine va
however
possible to ward it off en politically disinterested men and
reported
by
the
members
of
his
or

tained his membership in Marine a beautiful speaking voice and
cation.
thoroughly conversant with her sub ganization “as a result of concentrat tirely. Along with the changes in women who will help us to secure
lodge, F. A. M., of Deer Isle.
When we were in Portland recent
ed sales work and consumer demand the economic situation of the country better health in the communities we
Surviving are two daughters. Miss ject.
ly we bought a battery radio which Lina M. Greenlaw of Springfield.
We also spent a short time in the from wide-spread publicity and de and the increasing population during represent.
makes The Cuckolds seem more like
Mass., and Mrs. Oden C. Heffner of Ackley African Hall at the Museum sire to consume home grown the last three decades, there has de
home.
veloped a steadily increasing demand
Canton. O.; three sisters. Mrs. Har of Natural History—much too short products."
Kind regards to friends and ac ry C. Gilbert of Worcester. Mass.. for one needs weeks to view the
Efforts to encourage an export on the part of the public for more
PATRONIZE YOUR
quaintances in the Lighthouse and Mrs. Kate Tewksbury of Buffalo and Museum and study it as it deserves. business on Maine apples will be and better public health service.
Coast Guard service, from the Philip Mrs. Sidney Taft of Framingham, 1 was perhaps most interested to see made, he stated, and he sees the Port
It matters little what party may
A. Davises.
Mass, also by one brother. Alonzo Ackley Hall as I have read many of of Portland "an ideal shipping point.” be in power or what may be the
• • • •
He assured the Development Com current political slogan, the public,
the Ackley books and feel a local
Greenlaw of Worcester.
Squirrel Point
Funeral services were in Framing interest, as it were, in Mrs. Ackley mission of the desire of his organiza when awakened to the saving of life
The Light once more claims our ham and interment in Grove ceme who visits Mrs. Lillian McRae, a tion to promote national consump and relief from suffering, will con Who is ready to serve you
Rockland friend of long years' stand tion of Maine products and “that tinue to provide for itself an In
time after a 20-day vacation We tery, Belfast.
365 days in the year
ing. It was quite wonderful to see through our affiliation with national creasing amount of health service as
had a fine trip in spite of the rain
Silsby’s Flower Shop
Truck covers, spray hood3, canvas them at work on new exhibits— groups, we shall gladly recommend one means of security. Fortunately
and made visits in Newagen. New
TEL. 318-W
Portland and Columbia. After a of all kinds. Power machir- stitch painters of backgrounds, others mak endorsements of Maine products the cost is well within our ability to
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
week at camp with skilled hunters. ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn ing structures, still others working through the means of national pub pay, as has been the cost of our cam ___________________________________ lOOtf
paign against tuberculosis itself,
out vegetation effects, etc. Oil each licity?
Mr. Seavey came home with a fine ing Co., 16 Willow St.

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

MADE AN UNUSUAL VISIT

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad Hear Norwegian
Minister Of Foreign Affairs

I

STEP AHEAD AND

BE MONEY AHEAD

DRIVEAN-

OLDSMOBILE
Sees Lower Acreage

FREEDOM FROM TUBERCULOSIS

Federal Bureau Also Thinks
There May Be Reduction
For Com Growers
"With the present supply of canned
corn the second largest on record and
with current prices to canners con
siderably below those of last year, a
reduction in ccreage of corn for can
ning and prcbably also in prices ta
glowers is in prospect for 1938." Such
is thc prediction of the federal oureau of agricultural economics in its
annual outlook report for farm prod
ucts.
• Assuming a carry over of two to
four million cases from the 1937-38
marketing season, a pack of 15.000.000
cases in 1938 would be enough to pro
vide for a level of consumption some
what above that of the five-year
' period 1928-32.
J Under average growing conditions,
this pack could be made with a plant
ing of about 320.000 acres of canning
corn in 1938. compared with a 1937
planting of 450009 acres.
The indicated pack of canned corn
this year is the largest on record—

24.500.000 cases. This is almost 10.OCO.OOO cases more than in 1936.
Prices being received by canners thus
far in the marketing season are con
siderably below those of a year ago.
The bureau says that canners will
probably seek to contract with grow
ers for acreages of sweet com at
prices below those of 1937.
Maine growers planted about 17.000 acres of sweet com for canning
ln 1937 The farm value of the crop
of 66.500 tons was estimated at $1.046.000. Maine led the list of states
in yield per acre, with no other state
close to the Maine yield of 35 tons
to the acre. The bureau did not in
clude 1937 prices in its report, but
Maine also led the states in the 1936
price to growers—>17.20 a ton. Maine
sweet corn yields and prices are con
sistently above those of other states,
although the acreage ls far below that
of eight other states.

Come in, and examine our gorgeous
unusual sample line of genuine Steel
Engraved Greeting Cards with the
Personalized Appeal. Our big new
Christmas Card book is open Ior your
inspection. You'll be amazed at the
apparently costly cards at prices so
low.—adv. The Courier-Gazette.

AMERICAN

AMOCO

Special Winter

CAS

Quality

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
|
1

Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from onr spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet
on
Application

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

□. H. Maae
Manager

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street

and First Avenae

Moderate Rates

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

{

I

June te
October

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.
N. T.

